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Security Blues

Prow1 cars to patrol campus
ed at the guardhouse for over 15 
minutes, while the officers waited to 
be guided to Bethune College.)

When notified of the results of the 
meeting Tuesday night, York presi
dent Ian Macdonald said, “Because 
of the background of sensitivity in 
this area, I would regard this (the en
couragement of police patrols on 
campus) as a recommendation until 
it is shown to be acceptable to the 
community; until that time I would 
not want to approve it as a matter of 
university policy.”

Anne Scotton, president of CYSF, 
said she didn’t like the idea of police 
being encouraged to come on cam
pus regularly, adding that “they’re 
here often enough as it is.”

private property, become increasing
ly dominant.

Bishop said it was his experience 
that “the best prevention is patrol — 
letting the officer be seen.”

He commented that a significant 
percentage of the crimes which take 
place at York are committed by per
sons outside the university.

"Many of these people,” he said, 
“are known to us and would be 
spotted by a patrol car.”

He added that regular patrols 
would enable his officers to become 
familiar with the location of the 
various campus buildings, and 
therefore to react more quickly in 
the event of an emergency. (During a 
recent assault, a police car was park-

By DOUG TINDAL
The York campus will become a 

regular part of Metropolitan police 
patrols starting immediately, staff 
sergeant Bill Bishop of Metro’s 31 
Division said Tuesday morning.

Bishop told a group of about 30 
students, staff, and administrators 
concerned with the danger of theft 
on campus that he would advise his 
officers to consider the campus a 
part of their beat. York would then 
receive periodic visits from the 
prowl car assigned to the sector 
bordered by Keele Street, Steeles 
Avenue, Highway 400 and Finch 
Avenue.

George Dunn, director of safety 
and security services at York, had in
vited Bishop, from 31 Division, the 
metropolitan police sector which in
cludes the York campus, and staff 
sergeant Bill Fergusson, the head of 
Metro’s breaking and entry squad, to 
participate in a discussion of general 
campus security problems.

The discussion was far from 
hypothetical, taking place after a 
weekend which saw two thefts, 
an attempted theft, two trespasses 
and an indecent assault.

Many of those present cited the 
common assumption that ‘police will 
not come on campus unless they are 
called" as one possible cause of 
security problems, since the campus 
is then seen as a kind of sanctuary. 
Dunn insisted that this was not the 
case, and said his department had 
always tried to make police feel 
welcome.

Bishop agreed that York had never 
been considered to have a status 
different from that of other areas. 
Nonetheless, the sight of a prowl car 
on campus has always been a rarity.

This apparently is going to change, 
as security concerns, particularly the 
theft of university equipment and
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Theft, burglary, assault: 
just another York weekend

I
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two accomplices. Metro Police have f ‘ 
since arrested one of the three. £ 

Elsewhere, a man suspected of 2 
setting off two fire alarms has been 1 
charged with assaulting a police of- | 
ficer following a disturbance at 
Stong College on Saturday. He was H 
detained by a college porter until ° 
police arrived to question him, at

An unknown man first indecently 
exposed himself, then assaulted a 
York student Friday morning as she 
attempted to unlock her car in the 
parking lot north of Founders 
College.

The man fled when the girl was 
able to break away from him and run 
for help.

During the same morning, the 
residence of Osgoode Hall professor 
David Weisstub on the southwest 
corner of the campus was broken 
into and robbed of over $3,000 worth 
of stereo and camera equipment, an
tiques and silverware.

Another burglary Saturday after
noon was less successful. Founders 
don Rosemary Parish and a 
neighbour, Cheryl Schoji, surprised a 
thief as he attempted to remove a 
television set from Parish’s suite.

The man broke free after a short 
scuffle with the girls and fled with
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Sharon Tsukamoto, Lise Arsenault and Nancy and Theresa 
which time he became abusive and MacDonell strike a pose on the beam before leaving for the World

Games. (More on p. 11.)struck the officer.

Courses gain respectability

Tutorials legitimized by grades
ing course, which, since taught in 
large lecture groups, became too 
mechanical and thereby ineffective.

One of their main aims, explained 
Newton, was to give students an 
academic attachment to their 
college. It was felt that in a campus 
as large as York, student identifica
tion with a small college was very 
important.

Through his tutorial, each student 
receives a tutorial leader, who also 
becomes his faculty advisor. 
Perhaps, then, Newton said, this 
compulsory qualification is a 
necessary comfort for first year 
students.

As Newton expressed it, 
“Tutorials are really the umbilical 
cord of college life.”

accept courses entitled The Mythical 
“They” or Food is a Four Letter 
Word as credits.

Much of this, however, has now 
changed.
“We’ve done a lot of work on 

tutorials in the past year,” Newton 
said. “Tutorials are now being grad
ed, and because of this, most other 
universities now receive them as 
equivalent to other standard 
courses.”

With the introduction of U. of T. 
seminars, even that institution will 
not refuse a York tutorial as a credit, 
provided it is given a description of 
the course.

College tutorials were created in 
1969 to fill the space vacated by a 
once-compulsory Modes of Reason-

By MELODIE MILLER
Student attacks made on York’s 

mandatory college tutorials during 
the past year have finally brought 
results, according to Elaine Newton, 
senior tutor of Calumet College.

Until recently, many of the tutor
ials were not graded, but rather 
marked on a pass/fail basis. This, 
combined with the unusual subject 
matter college tutorials deal in, 
made it difficult for traditional ad
ministrators of the universities to

Pizza Pit overdrawn
submarine sandwiches and 
delicatessen items, was torn down 
over the summer; the Toronto- 
Dominion bank has expanded into 
the area previously occupied by the 
Pit.

Norm Grandies, assistant director 
of York’s ancillary services depart
ment, said the closure of the Pit, 
which was rarely used last year, was 
made primarily as a cost-savings 
measure.

The shop was merely an extension 
of the doughnut and coffee outlet 
already found in the Square, he said, 
adding that if the Pizza Pit had been 
making a profit, it would still be in 
operation.

Versa Food Ltd., the catering firm 
hired by the university to service the 
campus, ran the Pit and was in 
favour of continuing its operation, 
said Grandies. The university vetoed 
the idea.

The TD bank is currently footing 
the bill for rent and utilities in the 
new space, a charge previously 
borne by the university itself.

Bank manager A.E. Grainger was 
2 unable to comment on the bank’s ex- 
S pansion, since he has just recently 
>■ been installed and said he was un

aware of the decisions leading to the 
1 move. However, he said it was the 
| only direction the bank could expand 
5 into without blocking off the main 

hall or getting rid of the adjacent 
bearpit lounge.

By FRANK GIORNO
The Pizza Pit, a familiar and once- 

popular landmark in Central Square, 
has met its end.

The modest eatery, used during 
the past three years to sell pizzas.

Guru's manager 
faces chargen

The
“Perfect Master” seems to have had 
a less than perfect manager.

Or so feels a federal grand jury 
here, who handed down an indict
ment against eight persons involved 
in the business affairs of the Perfect 
Master’s corporate empire.

The Maharaj Ji, the teenage guru 
with a formula to “bliss out” the 
world, has built up multi-million 
dollar holdings with the help of his 
manager, Michael Clegg.

Clegg was indicted for conspiracy, 
fraud and sale of unregistered stock 
in the Pioneer Development Cor
poration. The indictment alleges the 
company was only a “shell” for set
ting up artificial collateral against 
bank loans.

The Maharaj Ji’s name was not 
among those indicted.

NEW YORK (CUPI)

Bethune referendum 
set for this Wednesday

1< Preparations have been finalized for the second Bethune referendum in 
three years on the issue of whether the college will remain separate from or 
join the central student council, CYSF.

The voting booth, located in the Bethune College lobby, will open at 9 a m. 
and close at 5 p.m. next Wednesday, October 16.

A two-thirds majority will be needed to change Bethune’s status; anything 
less will result in the college remaining the only college unrepresented on the 
CYSF council at York, apart from Atkinson.

James McMurdo, chairman of the Bethune College council, has stated 
publicly that he views the main issues as, in his words, the excessive 
amount of student funds going into maintaining CYSF, and the lack of in
terest CYSF has shown in the area of social events, such as bands and dances.

Anne Scotton, CYSF president, has argued that Bethune already enjoys 
benefits derived from the council, and that the York Federation of Students 
is the only body strong enough to represent effectively the university’s entire 
student population.

Bethune’s representation in the council would strengthen the council’s 
base of support, and add more funds to its coffers.

Besides the membership question on the referendum, two other questions 
will be put to the colleges 1,400 students.

Adoption of a new constitution for the college and the election of three 
freshman representatives to represent first-year Bethune students in the 
council, will also be decided Wednesday.
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Open school taught by skilled amateurs

Housewives, lawyers moonlight with Nohant
By ANNA VAITIEKUNAS Roberta Seidman, acting principal tury French estate that was used as a available schedules and a class may struction on a volunteer basis.

There has been much speculation of Nohant, a non-profit, tuition-free gathering place for some of the last for several hours at a time. Tuition is free hut there is a small
in recent years as to whether the school which operates out of world’s most renowned figures Nohant’s students use the premises registration fee of ts nairf rtireetiv to
current fad in education - the open Downsview Public Library, is con- (including J.S. Bach), is a private, of the Downsview Public Library cover the cost of the denartment’s
spaced, unstructured school - is real- vinced that it is. alternative school founded five years for meetings and some classroom in- school insoector’s vearlv visit to the

Nohant, named after an 18th cen- ago by Jeff Seidman, now 20. struction, as well as museums, art school P y y
The school attracted more than galleries and other public informa- 

100 applicants in its first year of tion centres across Metro to research 
operation and only 40 were accepted the projects they set themselves, 
after careful screening and approval 
by its educational consultants.

ly working.

As a result of Nohant’s open 
teaching system' both the teachers 

, and students participate in a learning 
The only criteria Nohant teachers capacity; the teachers learn how to

must have in order to teach are ade- teach and the students learn how to
Nohant is fully recognized by the <luate knowledge of the course they learn

ministry of education, and is in- are to teach, a capacity to
spected and evaluated annually by demonstrate their competence in in- Plato once professed, in contem- 
department inspectors for its fidelity struction if asked (B.A. or no B.A.), porary linguistics, that the human 
to departmental regulations: 120 and compatibility with the students soul, personality and ideal virtues
hours of classroom instruction per on a one *-° one ratio. should be the product of education,
course, and the use of the credit so that the individual may best cope
system in order to graduate its Most of the teachers at Nohant are with nature, his society and himself,
students with an Ontario Senior not the teachers we’ve known, but and that education should be the
Matriculation Certificate. Thse are rather housewives, lawyers and un- beginning of this process of learning, 
the only formal guidelines the school iversity students with a special skill, Ut°Pian and idealistic as it sounds, 
abides by. who donate a few hours of their time this is the very concept of Nohant.
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NOT ALL STEREO IS Hl-FI 
SOME PEOPLE FIND OUT THE HARD WAY!

FOR ALL YOUR STEREO NEEDS CONSULT 
TORONTO’S ORIGINAL AUDIO SPECIALISTS

The courses are offered to fit each week for consultation and in- For further information, contact 
Antoni Burzotta at CYSF offices, 
Nlll Ross.TORONTO Guide barely survives SECRETARIAL

STUDENTS924-8852 OTTAWA (CUP) — Carleton ques, as well as landlord-tenant 
University will distribute a heavily- relations and venereal disease, 
edited version of its banned hand
book, Survival, in about three 
weeks.

The new handbook will lack all

514 - 516 Yonge St.
Yorkdale Shopping Centre 781-0011

491-2125
Scarborough Town Centre 438-5528

The Carleton Board of Governors 
agreed for the most part that it 
should not be distributed. But Board 

, member Bruce Cameron, former
reference to off-campus business student council president, said the 
which in the original version raised 
profound protests from the universi
ty administration.

Missing will be information 
such subjects as bakeries, beer 
stores, delicatessens, laundromats, 
theatres, TV stations, and discothe-

Register Now for 
Christmas Break 

Secretaries 
Dicta 

Typists 
Clerks

Highest Rates Paid
364-4425

Fairview Mall

All Shopping Centres open daily until 9:30 p.m.
university seems to be letting the 
implications of an upcoming $5.5 
million fund-raising campaign shape 
its judgments on local business.

WE SELL MORE ÛD PIONEER 
THAN ANY OTHER DEALER IN CANADA

on

He concluded that this year’s Sur
vival was tame compared to some- 
earlier publications approved in 
other years.

TEMPORARY
OPPORTUNITIES

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

If you like
to deal in dollars 
and are looking 
for a challenge 
in one of the most 
competitive
fields around.

eus®
WORK
OVERSEAS
FOR >\

TWO YEARS
In its 14th year of cooperation 

with the developing countries of 
the world, CUSO today has 900 
Canadians teaching or working at 
their skills and trades in 50 develop
ing countries of Africa, Asia, Latin 
America, the Caribbean, and the 
South Pacific. More Canadians are 
needed to share their expertise 
overseas in answer to continuing 
requests from those areas.

Just some of the requests are for:

layers - Technicians (laborat
ory) — Land Surveyors - 
Engineers (civil, electrical, 
industrial, mechnical, chemi
cal) - Technologists - Urban 
Planners —
Accountants 
Dentists — 
cians - Pharmacists - Physio 
and Occupational Therapists.

Architects
— Doctors — 

Nurses — Dieti-STUDENT PLACEMENT 
OFFICE -
NOVEMBER ISth ft l8t-h/7b

Qualifications: appropriate diplo
mas. degrees, experience. Maturity. 
Good health. No age limit.

Conditions: two year contracts. 
Transportation costs paid. Medical, 
dental and life insurance provided. 
Couples may be accepted if suitable 
positions can be found for both. 
Families with school age children 
can sometimes be accepted, too 
Orientation course. Training where 
needed

PLEASE CONTACT 
YOUR PLACEMENT 
OFFICE FOR FURTHER 
DETAILS.

Teachers (Math, Chemistry, 
Physics, Biology, General Sci
ence, English, French, ESL/ 
TEFL, Art, Physical Educa
tion, Geography, Remedial 
Reading, Business Education, 
Industrial Arts) — Agricultur
alists — Foresters — Agrono
mists - Animal Scientists — 
Reforestation Personnel — 
Farm Managers - Fishermen 
— Farm Mechanics - Cooper
ative Managers — Farmers — 
Fish & Game Biologists — 
Extension Personnel - Agri
cultural Research - Animal & 
Poultry Scientists — Food 
Technologists 
Economists - Technicians — 
Agricultural & Forestry In
structors - Mechanics (auto, 
heavy-duty, refrigeration & 
air conditioning) - Carpen
ters

We’re looking7"" 
for people 
with fresh ideas 
and the ability to 
back them up.

Salary: approximately what local 
personnel overseas would receive.

CONTACT:

BARBARA ABERCROMBIE 
ROOM S 944 
ROSS BLDG.
TEL. 667-2236

Home

The First Canadian Bank
C3 Bank of Montreal Electricians - Block.

i
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Radio York, dubs 
get tentative grants

EépI«Pi¥
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31and the Ukrainian Club receivedBy ANNE SCOTTON 
The annual procession of clubs and grants of $100 and $95 respectively, 1 

services passed before a meeting of intended to cover some of the costs 
the CYSF finance committee last of mailings, duplicating and office
week, and most had their budget expenses. The Ontology Club was I
proposals at least partially approved, awarded a proposed $100 for pur- j

Radio York was given a tentative poses of advertising and conducting I
grant of $7,000 to pay for repairs to weekly meetings. Jj
be made on their equipment as soon The Red and White Society, a
as possible. The station will also use group formed to provide popular
the funds to update their album support for York athletics, was given
library s collection, which has been proposed funding of more than $300, °
depleted by hard wear and theft. for transportation to and from York S

Station manager Pete Desrochers’ games, new cheerleader uniforms, §>
request for an honorarium was turn- and advertising and promotion, 
ed down by the committee, since 
personal funding is not allowed un
der the committee’s criteria.

The Hellenic Students Association

F.vB
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Any club or organization making a ° I 
request to the committee must sub- § I 
mit a detailed budget, a copy of its o.1 
constitution or statement of purpose, 
a list of its executive and a statement 
indicating the size of its 
membership. Social expenses, such 
as food and drink or travel expenses 
are disallowed under the com
mittee’s criteria.

Professor Alezander Yasenin-Volpin, former napolsky on the issue of human rights at a bearpit 
prisoner in the Soviet Union for "expressing views forum Monday. (Excerpts from past Volpin speech 
unpopular with the Soviet leadership", shared the on p.10). 
platform with Osgoode professor Walter Tar-

Carradine spins 
kungfusing tale

Traditions imprison: ontologistLOS ANGELES (CUPI) - Actor
David Carradine of the popular King , ® proposals approved at last 
Fu TV series appeared in court week s meeting went to a Council of
recently, charged with three mis- meetingtat_iught for By GREG MARTIN “In other words, if heaven is not tity and reveal the perfection of be-
demeanors resulting from a bizarre Liff Tu Traditions confine and prevent the now here, then it is no where.”
incident in which he apparently receive CYSF funding should con- fullness of life from being expressed, n
Kung Fu-ed his way through a tact the council as soon as possible Martin Cecil told an audience of 325 /recil, a resident of British Colum- 
neighbour’s house. wdb *-beir re9uest- at Glendon College on Sunday. ™*’ *s the author of the newly releas-

According to police, Carradine------ ----------------------------------------------Cecil, international leader of the ,, bo?k Being Where You Are, a
broke into a house close to his own Universal Institute of Applied On- ”yr;ctl°n ° 16 . extemporaneous
home and delivered Kung Fu blows FOtlO S lOHQ fîoht tology based in Colorado, included , e fopics of creativity,to windows and furniture He receiv- ** & Glendon as the last stop on his re- re^elllon’ sl8niflcance' true ldentlty

fraoo thd eent speaking tour of the eastern an peace-
##C7C?0 UlC lUt/tflC* Canadian and American seaboard. In his speech he delivered a simple
. nr He referred to Friedrich but specific message; “If you have

Before leaving the empty house, /A? #TQdQdfl S Stdt& Nietzsche’s comment a century ago tremble, you are the trouble.”
the actor sat at a piano and ran his that “convictions are prisons.” All fears, disappointments, and
fingers over the keys, leaving the (CUPI) - The long struggle for Traditions are prisons, even if tragedies we experience stem from 
piano covered with blood. liberation of California pay-toilets they’re only five minutes old,” Cecil one cause — our own disharmony

The next morning, the house’s has ended in success. proposed. “They take man out of the with life’s design. He said the tone
owner trailed bloodstains to March Fong, a California present moment, which is the only will continue to sound, and call men 
Carradine’s home less than two assemblywoman, has been pushing Place where life can be experienced, and women to accept their true iden-
blocks away. When police arrested for four years to have pay toilets 
the actor, his arm was bandaged and banned in public buildings in the 
he could only explain that somehow state, 
he had found himself in “a strange

ing.

1)
ed a severe cut to his arm from 
broken glass, and rifled through a 
medicine cabinet.

V_
Hundreds of r 
Jackets Slopp

lin. Nylon Leather Mellon Corduroy 
* Sweat * T Shirts

CRESTED POPLIR JACKETS '8 95
I including individual

Canadian Novelty Shirt 
4 Sportswear Co.

246? Yonge Street Telephone 406 0997 486 0999

^SÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊtÊÊÊÊÊ^MAs Governor Ronald Reagan sign- 
house” that had “closed in on him”, ed her bill into law last week, Fong 
forcing him “to break out.” commented, “The battle has been

Carradine was released on $1,000 won; we flushed the opposition right
down.”
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With yOUf initiâls 3ncl Now that you have your degree,

our capital, we can help ŒX, «■.
make VOlir name not as simple as that. First you need money 

-J u Mai to start a practice. Which is where the 
Royal Bank can help you. Because we'll loan up to $25,000 (or more) to help 
you bridge the gap until you become established.
You see. we believe in your earning power in the years to come. So we'll tailor 
your repayment to fit that — we'll even defer your first payment if it helps.
To find out more, drop into your local branch of the Royal Bank and pick up our 
brochure — 'Money — and more — to help you start your Professional Practice" 
Or talk to a Royal Bank manager, who's a professional too. And before you know 
it, you can have your name out front 
like you always knew you would.

4a

EO
LAND ROYAL BANK

the helpful bankbag*
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Everything secret degenerates; nothing is safe that does not show it can bear discussion and publicity
—Lord Acton
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College council 20,000 students no score
Student apathy toward the horde their mandatory fees, tickets go to waste. times usually known only to a There is one obvious ex-

dealings of York student councils removed from each student at The one puzzling item is the select few, and carrying on with planation and this is that the 
has always been one of the un- $17 per head, rather than to disagreement among council the smoky camaraderie of a council positions are voluntary
iversity s more predictable spend it on college activities, the members concerning the amount private club. and require much time and ef-

’a system where the essential SS3& *£3*" ZSàZÏÏS ÏTÏ % «£1!^“ *" th , „ , „

SS5? student^governmerU Until last »«• *his -*■*« E&SSSi’1 t ‘"‘“""V Po"e°d Tcolle^ York to S* £*££changes from springto fall manv was allo^d ,to exist wlthout «14 non p3Ced 11 at roughy bulletin boards, but after a few dance, watch movies or sleep, 
students are unaware that a q,uest‘on Students just assumed 514,000. weeks everyone tends to forget councils hold no attraction. To
council in fact exists to serve f“at Fo,jnders was b7 nature a Discrepancies such as that are to tack them up. Ambitious the few souls who have political 
them iiist as manv rnunnii du college, and didn’t bother less than encouraging when they social programmes leave the aspirations or seek the council as

: J . , d <. LUU,ILU to consider the fate of their ac- members feel equally unen- fivitv fpps
cumbered by this knowledge. y

Yet, however obvious this A , , .
state of affairs may become after to ask whV a11 he was getting for 
a year’s stay at York, events such his money was the right to sit in 
as the recent disclosures regar- *be college pub, was given 
ding the Founders student coun- various answers, including news 
cil budget can only transform Pla°s to build some grand $20,- 
one’s customary offhand restaurant,
cynicism into a sort of mild out-

are evidenced by elected officials September starting post under a a womb of extra-curricular club- 
who find themselves dealing in full head of steam, but tend to like activity, the idea that they 

The odd student who thought thousands of dollars. falter after the first October or owe something to the first
November dance. category of studying, drinking, 

sleeping students becomes 
almost alien after the first few 
club meetings.

After all, once they mow their
way through the surplus, they There are exceptions, of 
will have a fresh budget of over course, and the point is not that 
$20,000 from this year’s crop of college councils are automatical-
student fees. ly incompetent or purposely But the responsibility is there,

A person could see a lot of clandestine; it just seems that an and both sides should realize it: 
Last year, Founders elected a piays for t^at. inordinate number of them fit the student who pays $17 to take

rage. council that promised to spend snugly into this category.
For the past few years, the the money, and it seems that * * * jo mo$t s{udents, the couege cillor who accepts the position on

Founders constituents have per- they intend to make good their councils are closed clubs Only ^he understanding that he will
mitted their college council to promise. In this case, however, Although Founders provides friends of those running for of- use the funds to support that life.

the remedy may be worse than the most blatant example of fjce know who the candidates Otherwise, bigger and better 
the disease. council mismanagement, that are, and therefore friends of the Foundations programmes will

The Founders council appears colle8e 18 tar trom unique in C0Uncil members re-elect old roll forth from the council of- 
to be embarking on an irrespon- many asPects. councils, while fresh blood con- fices, and nobody will be the
sible spending spree to “get rid” Most college councils are sists of friends of friends. The wiser — just poorer, by $17 and a
of their fabled surplus. shrouded in mystery, meeting at councils are self-perpetuating.

part in college life, and the coun-

Editor-in-chief
Warren Clements

Managing editor
Doug Tindal

News editor year of social inaction.Michael Hollett
According to the council 

members, the main social and 
cultural activity of the college is 
a programme called Foun
dations. Courtesy of Foun
dations, a lucky squad of 15 peo
ple are sent to dinner and a play 
in downtown Toronto for only 
$1.50.

The evening costs Founders 
roughly $300 a shot, since dinners 
and plays don’t come cheap these 
days. So the $1.50 price tag is 
terrific, unless you happen to be 
one of the 1,500 college members 
who miss out on the trip.

The council admits that the 
events are not well publicized, in 
that the only real notice given of 
a Foundations event is a message 
written on a blackboard in front 
of the council office. Ah well, at 
least the councillors and their 
friends will hear about the trips; 
it would be a shame to see the
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"Somehow I don’t think our talk on campus security is having the desired effect.”Staff 

meeting 
2 p.m. 
today.
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Clubs deserve generous support1 >/.

The CYSF budgetary pie is budget which flitted around the If students are to be involved 
currently being divided among $80.000 mark. on campus, chances are they may
the ravenous council protec- This year it is to be hooed that seek that involvement in small, 
torates, encompassing salaries, ,s year, 11 is to be hoped that organized groups with common
Harbinger, daycare and a11 clubs which apply for funds interests. To this end this year’s 
whatever. and meet the finance com- CYSF can fulfil a major part of

Lost in this shuffle in the past mittee s criteria (i.e. no parties its responsibility to the student 
have been the clubs and at the council’s expense) will be community by funding clubs 
organizations on campus. Last given their necessary grants, without the begrudging tight- 
year, for instance, the clubs with no arbitrary ceiling on the fistedness which has marked its 
received a pitiful $2,500 out of a total club allocations. predecessors.

r,^uSa Room 111 
Central 
Square

V
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Opinion page
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Violence and puck politics

Law must become social therapy, not penalty
By JOSEPH POLONSKY

We cannot rely merely on the evidence of 
our raw northern winters as an explanation 
of our collective cultural formation.

After all, the Russians too have winter. Let 
us simply say that it is some conniving sub
stance germinating in the sould of our 
“Canadian-ness” that makes us the brutish 
hockey players we have come to be.

For it is undeniable, regardless of all cir
cumstance, that it is brutishness which dis
tinguishes the “Canadianality” of our style of 
playing the game. It is this noted infamy of 
our hockey essence which, no doubt, provid
ed the Soviet officials with the emotional 
clout that allowed them to announce, just 
before the start of the final game, that any 
Canadian irregularities would result in the 
immediate suspension of further play. One 
must deal emphatically with wild men; ob
viously, a rule of thumb one has patiently 
harvested from wide experience in dealing 
with peasants and authors.

humoured relations between the two coun
tries that had existed throughout the series. 
A certain calm had insisted itself in the 
hearts of men, which the Soviets felt com
pelled to crush. The atmosphere had become 
insufficiently paranoiac to please the 
authorities.

both sides were treated with equal scrutiny 
by the referees. The desire of the Soviet 
coach to send Ley to jail for fifteen days 
cealed a willed ignorance of the blatant in
vitation to violence that the unfair allocation 
of penalties precipitated.

In other words, any consideration of the 
concrete situation of the fight was repressed, 
so that Ley could be chalked

The resort to bare legalities such as, if a 
doctor can be proven to have committed an 
abortion he should go to jail, masks the 
knowledge that law is fundamentally a social 
practice, and not just an automatic applica
tion of law ‘x’ to crime y. Law should be a 
social process which actively integrates the 
interpretation of events and the interpreta-

con-

REMINDER
But perhaps the gesture was not really 

directed towards Canadian eyes. Perhaps it 
acted more as a reminder to the Soviet 
citizens of the necessity to keep on their 
guard, of their public duty to fear any relaxa
tion of mood in dealing with Westerners. The 
Soviet borders must be as diligently defend
ed as before. The peacefulness of hockey 
detente might lead the minds of citizens 
astray.

They might forget the pressing menace of 
Western attack, the need for arms now, and 
the futurity of any real freedom. It is not 
good for citizens to succumb to the myth of 
peace. It is even a greater threat for the 
longevity of governments.

And it is the perceptive appreciation of 
such facts of life, which makes faces stern. A 
twinkling eye and a softened mouth are 
crimes against the state.

...... up as a
criminal; a typical Canadian hockey player.
The choice to understand the outburst as one If the law is to exist not simply as a dis- 
that would make sense as a reaction to an un- Penser of Penalties, but more radically as an
fair situation was outlawed so that the mstrument of public therapy that digs
Soviets could rest assured with their “beauty communal ills at their roots, it must be prac-
and the beast” representation of the hockey "ised with care- from the inside of 
series. rather than aloofly, from without

out

an event,

PENAL CODE HIDDEN VIOLENCE
The Soviet coach's ready reliance on the The Soviet coach’s legalistic handlino nf 

égal system to penalize the criminal Ley the category of criminality can fetch ouf for 
behes a mode o political life common to us an appreciation of how we emolov uch
both East and West. We can see the same abstractions to banish criminals irwmr nwn
conception of the legal system as essentially society. The treatment of Lev as a criminal
a matter of penalization, at work in our own might encourage us to reflect upon our own
back yard as well as theirs. social uses of legality, and the hTden natuTe

ot our own violence, when 
clobber others with

BIG HUSH

A nagging silence gathers about this moral 
announcement on the reprehensibility of 
violence in sport.

Firstly, there exists an apparently shared 
assumption of the natural state of Societ 
hockey enlightenment, which prevents the 
possibility of there emerging some Soviet 
irregularity which might itself prevent the 
continuation of play. We must take for 
granted that unruly elbows have been long 
banished from the Soviet rink.

We possess, in our society, a notion of the 
law as a kind of menacing grid of com
plicated statutes which we must stay clear of categories, 
in order to avoid pain. Whether it be Nelson 
Rockefeller s citation of the law as a 
justification of the Attica massacre which 
killed forty-three people, or the Canadian 
Supreme Court’s handling of the Henry 
Morgentaler abortion trial, there is a resort 
to the law as penalty which distorts any 
deeper discussion of the everyday social 
production of the crime.

we unthinkingly 
ready-madeour

We can probably assume that the piece of 
data which validated the Soviet But despite any ill treatment the Canadian 

team suffered in Moscow, one positive thing 
that the hockey series did produce was the 
conferring of celebrity status upon that ex
uberant fan, Howie Meeker. And justly so 
His enthusiasm and love for the game, and 
his intimate knowledge revealed in his 
showing how each goal occurred and why 
penalties were called, make him one of the 
most incisive and fair analysts of sport televi
sion has ever produced. His penetration of 
the activity which surrounded each goal or 
penalty revealed that they were not com
pletely fortuitous occurrences but made 
sense within the context of the action.

pronounce
ment was Rick Ley’s fight with a Soviet 
player at the end of the Thursday game. 
Ley's act was an obvious act of violence It 
was illegal.

But if we dare extend the horizons of our 
vision, we might better comprehend Ley’s 
outburst as a wild attempt at protesting the 
legal violence of the refereeing which the 
Canadians were forced to suffer passively 
throughout the game.

Further, there is the puzzling timing of the 
announcement. Why were the foreigners os
tracized not after the bloody enthusiasm of 
the Thursday game, (the most violent,) but 
after Saturday's game, the most peaceful and 
one of the best played of the series?

Do we have here an instance of delayed 
bureaucracy; the pure joy of the ability of 
the authorities to gesture the presence of 
their own authority?

There is also the question of the effects of 
such a gesture on

Such discussion would make
questions of abject economic need, class or 

inequalities, who benefits and who loses 
by the enforcement of a particular law, and 
what service does the law perform for the 
general well-being of the community.

Why did Attica come about in the first 
place?

Why would a man like Morgentaler, a 
humane and respectable doctor, consciously 
go out and break the law?

Why would Ley punch a Soviet player?

sex

FRUSTRATION
Viewed abstractly, Ley’s action 

criminal. But, placed within the entire 
text of the game, the fighting can be seen as a 
reaction to the absurd wielding of power 
which completely frustrated any possibility 
of there being a fair hockey game in which

was
con- Goals and penalties no longer appeared 

as isolated words in the incessant patter of 
the sportseaster’s commentary. Rather, they 
took on fresh meaning as they became con
crete tools in the understanding and enjoy
ment of hockey.

the generally good-

Letters To The Editor
Alienation made easy 
by lack of information

CYSF offers nothing to Bethune, 
referendum should reject union

By JAMES McMURDO workings of Bethune College, 'the council has bee,.
It has been said that in order for democracy to forced ° accePt the obvious fact that services are 

work, it must be seen to be working. provided by CYSF to Bethune.” We on council
Those who advocate Bethune College’s joining the w,°“ld like to set the record straight. We are not forc-

Council of York Students Federation, pointing to the fdA° accept the obvious. The referendum is being 
need for a unified student voice, see CYSF as the e d *n recognition of the fact that college 
logical mouthpiece for student constituents” on membership has changed and old decisions should be

issues concerning all students. reviewed as a democratic right of the new members
To quote the lead editorial in the October 31 edi- Any services provided by CYSF to Bethune

tion of Excalibur, “CYSF is still the most effective Üoï HtS ^ 3 result.of a neg°tiated settlement by an
means of dealing with many campus-wide student eleLted representative of Bethune College. There
issues.” p ent were no whims involved. All decisions made in

Bethune are a result of the elected council making

Rs about now that “first year comprehensive list of all the extra
blues start to be felt among a fair curricular groups around here 
number of first year students, es- Something that tells what they do 
pecially the ones from out of town or when, where what kind of 
rom the less affluent parts o, the ei- membership they h=„e and that

yT. ■ , ,, kind of new members they want
This place seems big, strange, and Then it can be looked over and 

very impersonal. They don’t know can decide which ones to trv 
anyone and no one seems to give a Seems like a simple, sensible sort 
damn about wanting to know them, of an idea, doesn’t it’ Certainly
They look around and see the kids better than the six million pieces of
rom the smug middle class Toronto paper, posters, etc. that chaotically

districts or ethnic groups sticking festoon every nook and Y
together with all the old gang from wall space 
pre-York days and they feel cut off. But is such a comprehensive list 
When they try to strike up a conver- available? NO! Nothing even faintly 
sation in a class or corridor they get like such a thing is to be found ' 
a complete cold shoulder. Given all Would it really be asking too much 
the turmoil of coping with the for the CYSF the Administration 
lonelino .addl(tlonal burden of YES, the joint colleges somebody to 
sometime^ much to bear ^to put one together and get it into

Mavh^ u , , the hands of the first year students
Maybe it was always thus in big when they register’

3 Western It S probably askin6 too much to 
or yueen s we am t. But say a person organize “clubs, groups snorts anrl
sL^Hhng t0a° 3 lttle more than Just sundries” day where all would set up 
stand around moping. Say he or she booths to talk to the newcomers but
arises bnT!ng PaSS1°nS f°r the surely a Uttle list wouldn’t be too 
arts, crafts, politics or sports but tough, would it’
wouldnt mmd trying out a few Society may be alienating 
clubs, groups or organizations everyone anyway these days but 
devoted io those things just as a way does a place like York have to make 
of getting to meet a few people. it so easy’

What the person really wants is a

one

To this argument that Bethune should vote to join 
CYSF, I would adapt my opening line to read, “In 
order for CYSF to work it must be 
working.”

The effectiveness of any organization designed to 
work in the interests of its constituents, can not be 
based on theorized potential but on what it has ac
tually done for its constituents. To again quote Ex
calibur _CYSF’s performance record at least over 
the past few years has been dismal.” The students 
of Bethune College acting in any kind of responsible 
matter will not and should not vote to join anv 
organization that consistently fails to achieve the 
potential that its proponents say it has.

seen to becranny of CAMPUS VOICE
To say that Bethune lacks a campus voice is to ig- 

nore the fact that the chairman and vice-chairman of 
the h ood Services committee are Bethune 
ta lives.

The chairman of the caucus of student senators is a 
Bethune student.

In the area of social, academic and cultural con
tribution to the entire campus, Bethune has become 
the leader. Bethune College can and does provide a 
range of activities that satisfies all its members 
because the entire Bethune community is asked to 
participate in the selection of programmes

A strong rejection of CYSF in the October 16th 
Referendum by Bethune will serve to accentuate the 
inadequacies of CYSF and perhaps bring 
changes that will see Bethune opt into that famous 
community as a whole” we in Bethune hear so 

much about but fail to see working.
• James McMurdo is the chairman 
Bethune student council.

represen-

NO STUDENT SUFFERED
^bat in Bethune who fight to remain out of 

CYSF say to each student at York University is this
vn,a" yoUThink^f 3ny way that CYSF has benefited 
you Bethune College has never belonged to CYSF
and no student of the college can say that he or she 
has suffered as a consequence.

According to Allan Cox, who is unfamiliar with the

about

ot the
VIC MURRAY
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NIMR reference library largest in Canada
Fo, your information and the choiogy ednoaUon beh,*, ££ by'VCSjUftS" TTSSTS? Bo,bone-

current awareness of the university mod,f.cat,on and mental^health Plus £. y y sponsored programmes seem to be
community at large, the National subscriptions areas iocated in the library Smarten up. Dave Basskin filling a void created by CYSF and
Institute on Mental Retardation, in professional journals and an exten Osgoode I some of the other colleges, let alone
the Kinsmen NIMR Building (#706 sive collection of reprints, newschps sorted oven Monday toFri- ________________________ ______ catering to the needs of our own

M rartSS Æ is — and d,£m  ̂- ^X iS inCOTTeCt Bethune spou-

SrssSoL,yuLemm«a„d p,.. and r,mm opCT „nU1 Andronache
tba most comprehensive repository " ™' °n Ann Hutt.o arücle by A„=n Co, in „u, U from other colleges. Our pub,

of mental retardation Arsing other voluntary Assistant Librarian iast issue (“Bethune Lacks Campus movies and concerts seem to be a big
bo,dings ineiude ap. «gSons 1 government agem ----------------------------------------------- Voice",, he wrote: "The Bethune dmw in other eoUeges as we„ as our

des rtoy hnno council cannot provide a range of ac- own.rdtCQl Car-nogs tivities that will satisfy all its Let nothing more be said, our
nût thl imhQ dnwn members, and continues to fail in its record stands on its own. I m afraigel in U mus uuwn attempts t0 d0 so » Mr. Cox that the only person were con-

Every weekday, thousands of wrongly went on to say that I ad- tinuously failing to please is Allan
affluent students roll up to York in mitted the above statement at a re- Cox.
cars — some new, some old, but all cent Bethune college council 
in reasonably automobile-like condi- meeting. How could I publicly make 
tion. And just as regularly, most of a statement with which I 
them leave every afternoon.

Now, by the main exit road, 
several lamp posts carry signs show
ing a destination, and erstwhile 
hitch-hikers stand under them, hop
ing for some kind soul to pick tiiem following tune one Monday morning,
up. If you’ve never participated By RICK LIBMAN “Oh, what a tempestuous morning,
ihen Îm’d baptised aUhe hun- There are two things I learned Oh, what a doom-laden day.
dreds^f greedy caPr-hogs who cruise from a very wise economics I’ve got a beautiful feeling
hv in their biZ empty cars without prdfessor of mine. The first isvif you Argos will lose on the last play^ 
even glancing at their fellow want to leave today’s stock market Over at Central Square lines the 
indents with a small fortune, you’d best size of those last year at the com-

WhaVs the matter you suburban begin with a large one. plaint desk of Toronto Toro games
sweeties7 You’re just as bad as the The second is that the mark of a formed m the bookstore. I saw a $4 
fatcats downtown who have that “If successful first-year student during price sticker fall off a copy of 
you can’t afford to drive, why then the first few weeks of school, lies not Freud’s General Introduction to 
you must oe a sub-human’’ attitude, so much in what he knows about Psychoanalysis and reveal the

sibilus but one feels compelled to olwhich he knows absolute,, ^detod "h “e^Tg^Ah,

mw^eup vTSt-centererl fools. The Earned fellows pom, was and how hambu,gen, cos, $5 and a 
A hitch-hiker won’t kill you; you simply this: school is what you make dish of ice cream will go for $2.20, 
might ev^n geT iito T interesting it (vZth a little help from your but surely, a book marked over by 
conversation friends, of course) If one is to look that much is criminal.

Unthmkible as it might sound, for gloom, he will have no trouble Evel Kmevel, methmks, wasn t 
vou might have to do it someday, finding it. Indeed, someone clad in a the only one who laughed his way to 
And SÎer if your cosmic balance Leo Cahill T-shirt was whistling the the bank this past September.

the country.
Present

proximately 7,000 books and major 
reports on such topics as child psy- The library is a National

.-Comment

Death: last taboo 
of western society

And for that we’re truly sorry,
Alex Andronache 

Bethune College Council

f Notes from the radiatorthat most of us deny exists. That 
denial was persuasively refuted 
here a month ago.

Two hours after the fact three 
police cars were still parked at 
the top of the Ross building 
ramp; and, though people stood 
about almost in expectation, all 
that remained of the event was a 
viscous pool of blood inside the 
chalk-inscribed form of the body.

That something had happened 
unmistakably reflected on 

everyone’s .face. But it was as 
though the event were in
complete, and nothing could set 
things right again.

Even the official presence of 
the police, so ineffectually in 
charge after the fact, was of little 
comfort. Only the teeming mass 
below in Central Square seemed 
utterly unmoved.

By JAMES McCALL
“The mass of men lead lives of 

quiet desperation.
...But it is a characteristic of 

wisdom not to do 
desperate things” 

Thoreau, Walden Pond

Suicide may be attempted or 
even committed for a variety of 
half-explained reasons, but what 
fascinates the living, crowding 
around in horror, is the sincerity 
of the gesture.

Even if the attempt succeeds in 
spite of the victim’s second 
thoughts, it is playing a game of 
chance on a monumental scale. 
Death is the last taboo of western 
society, the one great unspoken 
fear that sickens us and yet holds 
us rivetted.

To choose to die is a freedom

was

ÿitfVOSI,,

ON THE

OCT. 13.. ».

fOn Campus Events for On Campus should be sent 
to Department of Information and 
Publications, S802 Ross. Deadline is 
Monday, 12 noon.

'/
7:00 p.m. - York Flying Club - election of officers - D, 

Stedman
Monday, 7:30 p.m. - York Bridge Club - Vanier Dining

SPECIAL LECTURES
Thursday, 1:00 p.m. - Development of Teaching Skills 

- this week’s topic is “Conducting Discussions in 
Tutorials and Seminars” - 108, Behavioural Science Hall% Wednesday, 4:00 p.m. - General Meeting - for 

Graduate Executive Council - Graduate Lounge, S783,Building
4:00 p.m. - Guest Speaker (Mathematical Science) 

“Nonlinear Eigenvalue Problems” by Professor Nor- 
Bazley, Mathematics Institute, University of* Ross

SPORTS, RECREATION
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. - British Sub Aqua - 

110, Curtis

man
Cologne - N203, Ross

7:30 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. - E.G.O. - Innovative Ap
proaches to the Helping Relationship (Centre for Con
tinuing Education) “Gestalt Therapy" by Les 
Greenberg - admission $6.00; $4.00 for students - 107, 
Stedman.

Tuesday, 4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. - Distinguished 
Speaker Seminars (Social Science Division) - “European 
Sociology and Colonial Society” by Professor John Rex, 
University of Warwick (U.K.) - Faculty Lounge, S869, 
Ross

7:30 p.m. - “Losers and Politics" - featuring Messrs. 
Broadbent, Harney,Copeland, Laxer-Heroes and beer - 
Bethune JCR.

8.00 p.m. -10:00 p.m. - E.G.O. - Parapsychology and 
Frontiers of the Mind (Centre for Continuing 
Education) “Spontaneous Psychic Occurences and 
Qualitative Parapsychological Investigation” by 
Howard Eisenberg - admission $5.00, $3.50 for students 
- Faculty Lounge, S872 Ross

FILMS, ENTERTAINMENT
Thursday, 9:00 p.m. - Film (Winters) “I Drink Your 

Blood" - admision $1.25 - L.Curtis
Monday, 9:00 p.m. - Film (Winters) “I Drink Your 

Blood" - admission $1.25 - L.Curtis
Tuesday, 4:00 p.m. - 8:20 p.m. - Film (Humanities 

180) “The Sorrow and the Pity" - I.Curtis
8:20 p.m. - 10:25 p.m. - Film (Humanities 174A) 

“Open City" - I.Curtis
Wednesday, 4:15 p.m. - Film (Humanities 373) 

“Battleship Potemkin” (1925; S.M. Eisenstein) - 204, 
York Hall, Glendon

MISCELLANEOUS
Sunday, 11:00 a m. - Bus Trip & Hike - all interested 

persons welcome; trip is to the Bruce Trail and tickets 
($2.00 each; includes bus and supper) are available from 
N917, Ross - bus leaves from #4 Assiniboine Road 

7:30 p.m. - Roman Catholic Mass - 107, Stedman 
Tuesday, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Christian Counselling 

& Religious Consultation - for appointment call 
Chaplain Judt at 661-5157 or 633-2158 

5:30 p.m. - Student Served Dinners - each Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Thursday - Winters Dining Hall 

Wednesday, 12:00 noon - Student Christian Movement 
- organizational meeting; everyone welcome - N105, 
Ross

4:00 p.m. - Christian Science College Organization- 
S501, Ross.

8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. - Stargazing - Twin 
Astronomical Observatories, Petrie

A

LEDBURY PARK JR. IIIGII 
Lawrence Bn I lui rsl A rea 

»5 FALKIRK

I
F^
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i\’■l COFFEE HOUSES, PUBS 
For days and hours open, please call the individual 

coffee houses:
Absinthe Coffee House - 013, Winters (2439)
Ainger Coffee Shop - Atkinson College (3544)
Argh Coffee Shop - 051, McLaughlin (3606) 
Comeback Inn - 2nd floor, Phase II, Atkinson (2489) 
Cock & Bull Coffee Shop - 023, Founders (3667) 
Green Bush Inn - T.B.A. (3019)
Just Another Coffee Shop - 112, Bethune (3579) 
Open End Coffee Shop - 004, Vanier (6386)
Orange Snail Coffee Shop - 107, Stong (3587) 
Osgoode Pub - JCR, Osgoode (3019)
Tap and Keg Pub - Wed. at 8:30 p.m. - Bethune dining

Norman’s - Bethune (3579)

//\a/if t

/

— X_)SH

CLUBS, MEETINGS
Thursday, 1:30 p.m. - Ontology Club - “Art of Living" 

series by Joe Houlton is continued - 110, Curtis 
4:30 p.m. - General Meeting - for graduate assistants - 

Senior Common Room, Founders

FOR INFORMATION : 923-9861

FOt'^SpO/v hallHiuueusored by : B’NAI B'RITH
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Majority undecided

Faculty group considers merits of unionizing
By JAMES McCALL

Approximately 75 members of the 
York University Faculty Association, 
professors, lecturers and librarians, 
attended a general meeting held Oc
tober 1 to discuss the possibility of 
the association becoming a legally 
recognized collective bargaining un-

York's position, in terms of faculty 
salaries, at the bottom of the provin
cial pile. It must also be 
remembered that York has the third 
largest student enrolment in Ontario 
after the University of Toronto and 
the University of Western Ontario.

The settlement which seems to f 
have done the most damage was the |

At this gathering. Marie-Claire 41/4 Per cefit for the year 1973-74, I 
Pommez, an organizer from the negotiated during the famous budget g 
Canadian Association of University cr*s's when many faculty members 
Teachers, spoke in favour of un- were a^ra^ °f losing their jobs, 
ionization for York’s estimated 906 The settlement for the year 1974-75 
full-time faculty (although was 101/z Per cen* 
professional librarians are now 
members of YUFA, and were includ
ed in the last settlement negotiated 
by the association, they are still not 
recognized as faculty by the universi
ty administration).

™ In the same YUFA newsletter of 
September 24, a reference was made 
to a proposal by the Ontario 

. Confederation of University Faculty 
Associations, a representative of 
which is scheduled to meet with the 
membership of YUFA at a later date, 
suggesting a province-wide “two-tier 
system of bargaining in which one 
committee of OCUFA represen
tatives and university presidents 
would arrive at an appropriate in
crease in the full-time salary budget, 
and a second committee composed 
of representatives of the first and 
representatives of the government 
would agree upon the appropriate in
crease in government financial 
assistance.”

“There was an indication that 
OCUFA would like us to tread warily 
in the direction of collective 
bargaining,” said Evans. “Once 
collective bargaining comes, it might 
be difficult to introduce a two-tier 
system.”

t

tit. t

1. XM 1 *

DOUBLE ROLES
«

The question of collective bargain
ing for university faculties, for which 
there is no precedent in Ontario, is 
complicated by the different roles 

ADVICE faculty members usually perform in
Pommez has worked for the past 3 Anuersitu' ,7 , ,, . 

two years advising university faculty c A ^houfh t.he Yo.rk University 
associations throughout Canada how , enate’ aknost entire y composed of % 
to become legally8 certilied aS un- ^ ' 5„ “'“.f 
ions. According to her, all the , . , , 1 , sf .
faculty associations of the fran- students and support staff, is largely J t
cophone universities of Quebec have responsible for determining a, 
applied for certification, as has the academic policy for the university, it 2 
University of British Columbia; she a s? makes budgetary recommen- $ 
was personally involved in successful oations to the Board of Governors, ™ 
certification attempts at St. Mary’s w ,lc“ Is tae *e8a* employer of the co 
University in Halifax and at the university and is responsible for all h 
University of Manitoba in Win- financial matters, 
nipeg.

m
* * *

^ à A bias against women which the 
**** fmA York University pension plan has 
' mBÊm re^ecte(^ by preventing

employees from collecting the same 
benefits on retirement as men, even 

*• 1 ! though they contribute the same por-
In addition, faculty members in Harvey Simmons, chairman of YUFA tion of their salaries, was roundly

their respective departments fre- , . deplored by YUFA members at the
quently have a say in which iuture_ You can decide the size and reasoning for adding the large sum general meeting.
colleague is hired or fired and which typt, ?f group that y°u want to form, to the law faculty’s salaries, accor- However a meeting of women

What prompted this discussion by one. ? granted tenure. Many ad- proJSt^tottenüï TouTnow themto^e^ma^keta^eTki^kf16 fa™Uy called one hour prior to the
YUFA of collective barganing was a ministrative posts in the university chairmen of deoartments have been whirh thpv pp„ih hp na h S °J general meeting to discuss collectivegeneral d,.a,,,action o„the6part„, - M ed by a system roUttion SS S Sffft

YUFA1 chairman’ Han'ey°Simmons! At the present time, department and are mt p’ejefred'th'e mjMvVtaïeî h'T because °f > very simU timeout .'
e?. don6, S«S,cer,,,,ca,i„„, wii, S J3S£3 ÆA JÏM

ministration Y expressly decide not to be. Clearly, be a loss,1 tthlnk Y00 Wl11 lose y°ur ,1_ salaries and those of faculty at Glen- favour of becoming a certified
Citing Statistics Canada figures in JJfB many instances in which *™Ss’e^Ut ,n reallty 1 don 1 th,nk d°*f fhe C°Uectiv^ bargaining unit- Simmons

^sTmmons stat^thatYork’s^Tcd" might Tind itself rn^the invidious Pommez indicated that although anomalies, it is my belief that they mfnority areapSt it"Ttevastma* 
ty salaries hav^slfppai smee mot p°f a" employee occasionally W°Uld have br°ke" from YUFA” Jority hStS up min™,

from near the top in relation to the Performmg some management role. . f d JL denartmpnt we can t get a reasonable
15 other universities in Ontario chairmen as well as? Senate LOCAL LEVEL settlement, I would bet a majority
(associate professors ranked fourth, POWER membership could be negotiable in a - would go the collective bargaining
assistant professors ranked third) to p mntract ® Toward the end of the meeting, route.”
near the bottom in 1973-74 (associate sugge.s,ted' h°wever, that „D . -■ s f „ Pommez speculated that faculty un
professors ranked 12th, assistant ls Pr°blem could be solved simply Pommez saidP ..Thp m|in ions may have to negotiate collec- ed speaking, there was
professors ranked 11th). , J ® ding a faculty member from . . , . , ^3^ f lively with provincial governments applause from the YUFA members

the bargaining unit whenever he is, ^“g‘* i“h P as early as 1975, but that it was present; but it will be a while before
in fact representing the employer. p y e decision- necessary to organize at the local we know whether or not they were

Directing her remarks to the making process of the university.” level first. merely being polite.

•
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DISSATISFACTION

After Marie-Claire Pommez finish-
warm

STATUS QUO
Simmons argues that merely keep- 

ing abreast of the cost of living, „ ,FA members, Pommez said, 
which he sets at about 12 per cent a ^bat we want is to get more
year, would only mean maintaining P°^er- ff You lose certain things, you

still can determine

LOT OF DAMAGE
In answer to a question concerning 

your own the reaction of professional faculties, 
such as the law faculty at York, to 
joining a faculty union, Pommez 
responded that professional groups 
“can do a lot of damage” in preven- 

^ ting certification, but that usually
WASHINGTON (CUPI) - Who year. Extra sipping can also be compromises could be made with

would spend $19,300 to find out why arranged with the Board of Tea them — in particular by allowing
kiddies fall off tricycles? Appeals, for a slight fee of course. them to opt out of the bargaining un-

The U.S. Department of Health, The Interdepartmental Screw it.
Education and Welfare, that’s who. Thread Committee, founded as a In addition to the 10Vz per cent
Their official conclusion: “Unstable temporary agency to speed the end negotiated by YUFA on behalf of its 
performance, particularly roll-over the Urst World War, is still figur- members who make up, according to 
while turning.” ini out the way nuts and bolts work. Simmons, about 80 per cent of the

The cost is $250,000 a year. faculty, the university provided
And the U.S. agriculture depart- $150,000, approximately 1 per cent of

ment recently paid $20,550 for a faculty salaries, for an anomalies
study of red blood cells and serum fund, $78,000 of which went to the
antigens in a new breed of Polish Osgoode law faculty,
swine. The pigs must think it’s nice YUFA negotiating chairman Paul 
that somebody cares. Evans said, “We didn’t negotiate the

anomalies fund. It was completely 
__ outside negotiations.”Manpower exam The university administration’s

Tykes fall off trikes FVv 5 ' 1
V

RfiBut this isn’t the only far-seeing 
research the American government 
has financed from the taxpayers’ 
pockets. Other areas of recent study 
include bi-sexual Polish frogs, the 
smell of sweat from Australian 
aborigines, and mating calls of Cen
tral American toads.

An Arizona Republican, John 
Conlan, notes that federal
programmes cost every man, woman « , . „
and child in the U.S. about $1,500 an- SW/tCheS /OCatlOP 
nually, more than double the cost 
per person in 1965.

SECRETARY REQUIRED
for Atkinson College Stu
dent Association. Hours 
12:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. 
Mon. to Thur. with Fri
day. Hours negotiable. 
Some Sat. & evening 
work required. Salary 
$125.00 with many 
benefits. Call Bonita 
Schram at 667-2489.

Students expecting to take the 
general public service exam ad- ONE FLIGHT HIGH 

46BLOORWEST 
TORONTO. CANADA 

921-6555

“Since tax cheaters can be fined 
and jailed,” Conlan suggests, ministered through the Canada Man- 
“perhaps federal bureaucrats guilty P°wer Centre are asked not to go to 
of squandering our money should be Stedman or Winters, but to the 
as well.” Vanier dining hall instead.

Examples of governmental expen- Mclaughïn arSed to turn insSead 
ditures of questionable merit are to the Founders dining hall.

The time and date have at least 
The American Board of Tea remained the same: Tuesday, Oc- 

Tasters sips along for $117,250 a tober 22, at 7 p.m.

numerous.
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Letters to UsPINBALLER j

Hey you, Dear Sir,
I think the only people who play Didn’t anybody ever tell you pin- 

pinball are Pong players gone blind, ball is illegal?
I hope I never see your stupid We're mad enough to sic the cops 

magazine again. on all you guys, and we re not kid
ding. There’s at least 50 of us in on 

Bernard Pimpleton ^his, and we even formed a club out 
at York.

It’s called Students Against Pin
ball and our goal is to clear the cam-
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UP.S. I dare you print this.
P.P.S. If you do, can you send me 

five copies for my relatives?
Editor: Sure, buster, you can have pus of pinball machines by Christ- 

five copies - if you pay for them.

O Ai
\ XSt, Y

mas Eve.
We feel pinball games only con

tribute to the already-serious silver 
shortage on campus. Ever try to 
change a buck in a coffeehouse?

We also think it’s disgusting to see 
all those addicts panhandling around - 

PARIS - Startling revelations came central Square, never going to class I 
to light today from a noted French or anything. |
historian, confirming reports that why don’t you take your machines I 
Napoleon was actually one of the and sfoove them? ||
earliest pinball addicts.

1 Napoleon apparently kept his right 
q. hand underneath his cloak at all 
s times in order to keep his good Editor’s reply:
£ flipper hand warm. Your information is all screwy.
^ “According to these invoices’’ To quote the recent case of Regina and grace. The only exception is a
E stated Rene Cartier-duBoise, v. Isseman, “There is no generic game with a match number, but 
° “Napoleon actually contracted for answer to the question of pinball s we wont tell if you dont.
H the design and construction of the legality. Ant* as jor the silver shortage, it s

earnest known forerunner to the “These devices can be considered all those damn people who plug ven-
electric pinball machine.” illegal only if there is an element of ding machines full of change Not to

pure chance, such that it cannot be mention all those toddlers with their 
influenced by a degree of skill...” fat little piggy banks.

Now we all know pinball is a finely So don’t talk to us about your 
developed art, requiring sensitivity stupid problems, you jerks.

rah
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Nap flipped X
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Yours sincerely, 

S.A.P. Headquarters
Al

■>• -<•
“He’s already tilted that new 

machine six times!”/
z

\
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Publisher's message
The device was crude and con-

Hello once again, friends, and get could-live-without-them columns on sjsted of wooden flippers operated
your flipper-fingers ready for pinball etiquette and famous pin- ^ wjres and iron balls which rolled
another great issue of Pinballer, the bailers the world has known, as well over a varnished wood surface. Score
only magazine that caters to the man as new technical breakthroughs that was kept by a sharp-eyed assistant,
who knows what he really wants will soon be cropping up all over, generally a slave of African descent,
from life. maybe even in your bathroom.

And has the spare change to sup- j0 round it all out, sort of like an 
port his habit, of course, as well as exfra ball, we have a complete
pay for our fantastic magazine about assortment o{ letters and comments 

ways to refine this instinctive from our avjd readers, and as a war- 
urge for adventure into the satisfying ni that sometimes things can go 
past time that it can be.

This issue we have a really great
lineup of stories to drool over, in- , ,
eluding a complete survey of all the Jopeyou like! t, and remember fay Gord
^ItePacrXusesn t°hat’s Yo^ quarte^nsteadof dimes. What else Graham and Michael Hollett, with
tucked away irf northern Toronto. can you get for a nickel these days? Doug Tindal; graphic by Peter M.

We’ve also got our regular who- Eh?

Pinball protocolon an elaborate abacus.

Carpenters are now constructing a 
series of the machines according to 
diagrams uncovered in the same 
location. They will be sold to private 
entrepreneurs as novelty objects for 
public entertainment.

1. When a machine you wish to play is already engaged, you may 
“get in Une” by placing a quarter on the machine. The quarter may be 
placed between balls, or preferably, if the current player has 
than one game racked up, between games. Under no circumstances 
may you place your quarter when a ball is in play.

2. Refrain from making any sudden movements in a player's field of 
vision.

new

more
too far, an interview with a pinball 
addict.

3. Never speak to or otherwise distract a player in mid-ball ; pinball 
is a game of intense concentration, and a moment’s lapse can be fatal.

4. It is quite permissible, in the case of a two or four player machine, 
to ask the current player if he would like some competition. He may. of

say no, and you must then wait your turn in patient silence.

Hsu

course,
5. When playing with one or more opponents, it is generally con

sidered a matter of common courtesy to share all “won games” with
the others.

6. If you prefer an aggressive style of play, play alone or know your 
machine. Don’t run the risk of tilting out your competitor’s game as 
well as your own through ignorance or lack of experience.

7. Never, under any circumstances, touch, jostle, nudge, bump, or 
stand close to someone who is playing pinball.

This is the only area of pinball protocol in which an infraction can 
result in death.

IBM?
More to come for 

More to goLet’s talk 
about it

MR. SUBMARINE XEi
Our recruiters will be 

coming to campus soon, to 
talk with people who think that 
they could have a future with 
IBM. If you would like to set up 
a meeting, tell your college 
Placement Office, and at the 
same time give them a copy of 
your personal resumé. Then 
let’s talk about it.

IBM Canada Ltd. needs 
people to work in an environ
ment that’s always interesting, 
and often demanding, but 
never dull.

We need technically- 
oriented people and people- 
oriented people. We need 
thinkers and we need doers.

X

xThe best tasting meal around”

Head Office 962-6232
IBMInterviews on Nov. 26-27 

for M.B.A. students Nov. 12, 13
IBM Canada Ud
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Exclusive interview

Reformed addict reveals all«yé *Si . Avoid broken homes, and wasted Q: HOW DID YOU BECOME part-time jobs to support my habit so 
talents: read this exclusive interview HOOKED ON PINBALL? 
with a reformed addict, special to 
Pinballer magazine.

I resorted to stealing to raise the 
necessary change to keep up my ad
diction. I was thrown out of my 
home when my parents realised I 
was pawning all the household 
appliances.

ft* p
* * * *.

Well, it all started rather innocent
ly really. I was sitting around a 

We present this article as a public Games room in Halifax one day, 
service. The experiences of this one waiting for a friend, when the 
person are by no means to be inter-M

■ • » »« - ; \

■ r f v

¥ man
. , who collects the money from the

0 Preted as typical but are published machines came in.
Z only to show the potential danger ex- 
a treme pinballers face if they do not 
% play sensibly.

«3. f G: WHAT DID YOU FINALLY DO 
TO SUPPORT YOUR HABIT?l,rÆÈ JA« j

After he took the money out of 
“Hi, Dolly”, he flicked something in
the machine and racked up six Superstar’ a seedy looking fellow 

^ Remember: there’s a difference games. He looked over at me with a came up to me and said, “Hey kid.
® between fun and foolhardiness, and glint in his eye and asked, “Psst kid. Since I was playing a ball at the 
y be careful never to step across the You wanna few games? Won’t cost time I smashed him in the face

ya a cent.”

Well, one day while I was playing

knocking out two of his teeth.
He mumbled through a mouthful

thin line into danger.How many mistakes can you see in this picture?
Well, I’d never played the game 

before and it seemed everyone else I ^lood, “I like your style kid. 
knew was playing it so I decided I’d ^ou re tough, but not so tough, you 
give it a try.” need these games.”Pinball parlours surveyd “Yeah, and what of it,” I said. 

“How’d ya like to play any game 
ya wanted for free?”

Q: WOULD YOU SAY THEN,
THAT PEER GRUP PRESSURE 
FORCED YOU INTO PLAYING
PINBALL? He went on to explain that I was

Well, yes you could say that. Also, }°h P1^ pinball anytime I
I think I was sub-consciously hyp- llk(ed’ f 1 hadto do was talk PeoP e

, .... notized by the ringing bells and Int? Pa.yinS ,het^ames1 1
• six games in good condition flashing lights make friends with people and then
• impersonal atmosphere and high K e sort of casually talk them into play-

turnover of players Anyway, I took that pinball pusher ing a few games. The games would
• fairly spacious, pool and ping- up on his offer and I naively played be rigged : the first few times they’d

pong tables distract the six ‘free’ games. Those six ‘free’ get free games, just enough to get
• excellent access to change and to games have been my life’s bane. I them hooked.

was hooked from that day on. I play
ed so much pinball that I began to 
lose interest in everything else. My 
marks dropped, my girl-friend left 
me, I lost all my friends, even other
pinballers feared me. They thought live with myself, with the thought of

• clientele, dull, like the college 0f me as a man obsessed, obsessed the damage I was doing to others.
• atmosphere fair aided by with the desire to win more and

spaciousness and music more free games.
• excellent access to change „ , ., . , . .
• access to vending machines, but T Fmally, was hr°T °“ °,f Sch°o1’ 

who wastes change on machines? 1 s*?e"t a ray tlme huddled over a
• noisy distractions, pool, ping- Pir\hall machine or walking alone

change, no access - rackety Air Hockey «“3“" ^

In the interests of the gaming lingering behind them. There may pointments missed while pinballing 
public, we appointed an independent even be those (laughable dolts) who 
agency to evaluate the various games insist that they can concentrate with 
rooms on campus and report back to ping-pong balls striking them on

their tender extremities.

• overall, a funky good-time room,

FOUNDERS GAMES ROOM
us.

In weighing the criteria behind ex
cellent pinball facilities, several fac- games they get. 
tors were considered, including:

• assortment and condition of categories, an overall rating was
given to each room, based on a five

• clientele, atmosphere and star system, as follows:*♦**

But we all know how many free

After combining these separate

games

Cock and Bull pub 
• overall, a strong contender, Q: WHAT CAUSED YOU TO END 

THIS DETESTABLE WAY OF 
LIVING?

background distraction
• access to change and refresh- ***: good, **: fair, *: poor.

The evaluators satisfied us all, and
To explain these terms is to enter never once departed from their firm 

into the fundamental preoccupations critical stance, even when bribed poor quality 
of the pinball connoisseur.

The basic conditions of a game 
refer to the normal elements of 
playability, like flipper response, 
sensitivity of TILT mechanism, rel
ative difficulty in achieving free 
games, and all-around action.

Under clientele, special emphasis 
is given to politeness, willingness to 
exchange quarters for bus tickets, 
and the level of spectator encourage
ment not only for the rah-rah 
champs but also for the little guys 
who try just as hard.

Atmosphere covers pleasantness

***** : excellent : very good, ****
McLaughlin games roomment
• three silly machines of generally Well, after a while I just couldn’t

with free games.
Here follows their report.

Q: SO WHAT DID YOU DO?BETHUNE GAMES ROOM
One day I went to the pinball ad

diction centre and asked for the 
whole treatment.
Q: WHAT DID THEY DO?

• only three games, poor and 
overpriced at 2 games for 25‘

• sterile atmosphere, cramped 
and unfriendly.

• no access Among other things they 
brainwashed me into associating pin
ball with awful things. They’d make 

something went wrong when I play- me watch films of war atrocities 
ed a game. Many a time I had to run while playing the sound you hear 
from a pinball parlour to escape the when you get a free game over and 
authorities after breaking the glass 
on a machine after missing a free

food
I would become violent whenever• overall, uninspired, **‘/2 

OSGOODE GAMES ROOM
• consequently, to be avoided like 

a pestilence, overall no stars
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

GAMES ROOM
• four machines, poor quality
• intense atmosphere, not un

friendly, but can’t help thinking 
they’ll all be D.A.’s some day

• access to change: nil, 
refreshments next door

• overall, not a treat, ** 
WINTERS GAMES ROOM

over.
Q: YOU MEAN, “CRACK”? 

Aaaaaaaaaaah!

• at least 12 games, good condi- 
of surroundings, such as lighting, tion, largest assortment on campus 
decor, acoustics and spaciousness.
Extra points are gained for airy, well as impersonal 
cheerful tones and all-over tasteful

game.
• overcrowded, hot and noisy, as

Once, I almost killed a man when 
he asked me for change while I was 
playing my last ball, making me lose 
what I thought was a sure free game.

Q. SORRY
You can’t understand what torture 

it was, but I'm glad I did it, I’m glad 
it's over.
Q: WHAT DID YOU DO THEN?

I became Crown’s evidence in an 
investigation of pinball in my city 
and helped rout out all the pinball 
pushers so it’s once again a safe 

Finally my habit became too game fof those who play in modera- 
much, I couldn’t make enough at my tion for fun and pleasure.

• tense, electric atmosphere, a 
definite hangout for addicts

• poor access to change and
co-ordination of accessories.

Ideally, changing a bill into silver 
should not cause the loss of one’s refreshment due to nearby 
current machine, nor involve a snackbar’s odd hours and shortage of 
prolonged Odyssey through un- silver, 
familiar hallways, when the hot 
touch can easily cool.

And let’s face it, we’re all human,
even pinballers. Sometimes the old . four games in fair condition, an- 
gastro-intestmal tract just screams tiquated but still entertaining 
and when the yelp comes, it s • friendly atmosphere, • real 
comforting to know that food is only camaraderie among players 
a few steps away. . g0od access f0 change, excellent

There may be some (rank access to Ainger coffeehouse
• sofas in room a homey touch
• free phone to excuse ap-

• three machines, fair quality
• clientele, management are very 

warm, atmosphere good
I had to hide for weeks, afraid to 

show my face in any pinball parlours 
• excellent access to change, fair fearing arrest. Can you imagine the 

• overall, a must for the hardcore access to Absinthe coffeehouse 
player

torture I went through, not being
• ping-pong, pool tables distract able to play pinball for weeks? 

but very spacious
• overall, small but nice ***

CALUMET GAMES ROOM

rIt’s Thanksgiving: 
take a turkey 

to lunch Clip out this ad
amateurs) who enjoy playing pinball 
with a crowd of suriy pool sharks

A&lAfGREAT LISTENING-GREAT PRICES

iiE^.
|TO?rHo°mOSE1 I lMaAbJe°lRs ¥ 1Y0UnRepr,ceE1

^

Coffee Shop

Buy one get one FREE 

FISH and CHIPS
i

DROP IN AND VISIT OUR SOUND ROOM 
COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEMS FROM

On presentation of this coupon you may have 1 
order of Fish and Chips free with the purchase of a 
second order of Fish and Chips

*250.00
SANSUI - CONCORD - KOSS - ELAC - ROBERTS - EMPIRE 

CAPITOL - TEAC - CONNOISSEUR - SOMA - CELESTION - ROTEL - LLOYDS

STEREO HOUSE Valid only:
A&W Coffee Shop — 3929 Keele Street

Expiry Date Oct. 27,1974

661-2849 
4699 KEELE ST.
OPP. MAIN ENTRANCE 
TO YORK UNIVERSITY soumPick up your

FREE copy of
Canadas NationalMusafand Audio EnuiproereNtagazine j

MON-FRI. 11-9 
SAT. 10-6

i
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Struggle for rights 
a global concernkii {7* The York student Committee generation. 
for the Defence of Soviet The Communist ideology com- 
Polltlcal Prisoners presented a pletely ignores the interests of 
forum Monday In the Central freedom of philosophical thought. 
Square bearplt on the topic of problems of the essence of truth, and 
the struggle for civil rights In the problems of death and eternal life, 
USSR; one of the speakers was as though it possessed the complete 
Professor Alezander Yasenln- and definitive solution to all of them. 
Volpln, who obtained his doc- It is as though the whole of cultured 
toral degree In mathematics In society will, in the future, be obliged 
the 1940s In Moscow lust prior to to look to Communist textbooks to 
his arrest “for expressing views find the answers to all the profound 
unpopular with the Soviet questions. 
leadership." Because of the fear of being refus- 

In 1972, Volpln was permitted ed visas for travel as tourists to 
to leave the Soviet Union, and socialist countries. Western 
now teaches at the University of publicists who sympathize with the

victims of repression in these coun- 
The following are excerpts tries refuse to speak out publicly in 

from a lecture he gave at that un- defence of their rights.
Iverslty In August, which will be 
Included In his forthcoming deprived of business contacts with 
book. Excalibur presents the some country named Hungary, 
piece In the context of a studied Western publishers refuse to print

materials they receive from the 
In the USSR all problems in- Soviet Union dealing with human 

volving legal rights deal with rights.
freedom of movement, speech, Because of the fear of gaining a 
press, association and assembly, reputation as conservatives, univer- 

to information and the s'ty professors-in the West, no 
problem of justice. less—refuse to criticize the policy of

These freedoms are theoretically *-he Soviet Union; and if indeed they 
acknowledged in the USSR within do criticize, they do it with reser

vations that are to China’s advan-

Boston.

Because of the fear of being

and provocative opinion:

Oktoberfest - 
October 11-19th

access

the confines of the law, but in prac
tice these laws are paralysed by the taie 
dictatorship of the Communist party 
political leadership. It is proven by

WESTERN RADIO
Æ Influential Western radio stations 

the fact that the overwhelming ma- reduce the time span designated for 
jority of legal cases involving dis- broadcasts on Soviet repressions, 
senters are legally without founda
tion, stemming from the acute casts. Western newspaper articles on
problem presented by the lawyers’ trials in the USSR are still more
position in the USSR, where lawyers polite and imprecise. All of this 
can defend certain clients only with depends upon the tide of talks 
the permission of the CPSU (Com- between Brezhnev and (Nixon), or 
munist party). among circles active in both coun-

I know that many people will tries, 
prefer to turn away from the legal in the building of the United 
approach to the problem of Soviet Nations in New York, Solzhenitsyn’s 
repression or from a discussion of book The Gulag Archipelago was for- 
the technical problems of Soviet bidden to be sold in its bookstores. It
jurisprudence, and to leave this seems that in a little while, Western
rather unpleasant business to publishers will consult with the 
lawyers. But what can we do in the

m',.
and soften the tone of these broad-

i
j ~ î

I
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f- cen-

sors of Glavlit without even inquir- 
face of the fact of the Soviet lawyers’ into the legality of the status of cen- 
own inability to develop in their sorship in the USSR. But this is not 
profession normally? capitulation; this is only Western

politesse in the expectation of the 
If the topic under discussion is development of detente.

In this way, the whole world is en-

' Â- | F
I: Mm
i IDEOLOGY OF TRUTHft ^

wm '4ill

m ' Aeffli...........

connected to any ideology, I must 
say that I can recognize only that tangled in intellectual stock phrases, 
ideology which prohibits lying in blinders are put on people's eyes, 
every situation and most certainly in and thanks to them, the subtle legal 
court. This extends to all discussions and judicial abuses of the Soviet 
of any such ideology and particularly authorities keep from being noticed

or seem too insignificant. American 
society is not attentive to complex 

I proceed from this principle of events unless they become dramatiz- 
the inadmissability of lying much ed, filmed, or translated into an 
more than from any pragmatic con- aesthetic or sentimental language, 
sidérations, and I call on everyone It appears that it is more willing to 
who is unjustly accused in any coun- reconcile itself to the victory of the 
try not to plead guilty, even if this Communist threat than it is ready to 
should be connected in individual spend the necessary number of hours 
cases to heavy personal losses, and pages of newspapers studying 
Concessions lead to widespread lying and clarifying the rather tedious and 
and dangerous injustices that should casuistic features of Communist 
not be condoned to the slightest jurisprudence, 
degree.

The most dangerous opponent in 
the struggle against lying is not the power in the USSR is trying to act 
person who speaks or writes false circumspectly, and that it has a clear

eye on Western reaction. It is thus 
even more incomprehensible why 

The struggle for human rights is the difficulties present in the West 
extremely complex and multifaceted have not yet been overcome—if only 
in character; it promises to be long- by those persons not directly touch- 
lived and to take many victims, ed by them.
Measures directed at shortening the 
struggle will not be successful in the surmountable, and I believe that the 
long run if they are aimed only at the problems of human rights 
release of a few individuals like

il, lag• T .

j m I

ill» * j V mi I with respect to glossing over or 
hushing up a certain issue.

ï j
. V

■ j
m
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EYES WEST
It is evident that the CommunistOktoberfest words ; rather, it is the very compul

sion to lie.

FROM
MOLSON5

I consider these problems to be

movements in Communist countries, 
Bukovsky, Chornovil, Silva Zalman- though difficult and long-enduring, 
son and others, because tens of have solutions. The difficulties, 
thousands of other innocent people however, are of an international 
will only take their places in prison, nature and should be 

This repressive Soviet system is through efforts on an international 
based on quasi-legal lying and the scale, 
universal tendency to condone such

overcome

The West also cannot escape the 
lying. Lying’s tragic consequences, dangers that threaten her, without 
and the myth that they are un- carefully studying the problems of 
avoidable and impossible to expose, liberty in the East and issues which, 
are convenient for those who prefer for better or for worse, have become 
to leave the resolution of this grave clear to the Soviet Human Rights 
and fundamental issue to the next Movements.

still needs photographers,
and writers at Room III Central SquareExcalibur-u-

.t»: 1. -v*
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Sports Editor: Frank Giorno

Lose to Queen's

Rugby Yeomen win at Brock
/Jr

——. -________

?their first home contests of the 
season.

The York Rugby squad won and sidered the team to beat. The shoe 
lost in two OUAA games last week, will be on the other foot in the 

Last Wednesday they travelled to L'hampmnsh^ game
ht,CatSeSexVtoaSeo12£.e «Ilk mud, of the final
hapless Brock XV by a score of 24-0_ ^ drop g ^ that we shouldn't. Queens
BiUGume and paulMadonia scored Toronto^ jlm.C., Guelph. Waterloo R.M.C.
tries, with Mario Rapom add g Western are all capable teams Waterloo 4 3
converts and four field goals whom we must defeat first. If we do York

On Saturday it was a different we can take Queen’s in the Western
story, however, as York faced the finaj -, Guelph
Queen's University Golden Gaels in ybe yeomen face Toronto on Oc- McMaster 5 2
Kingston. tober g and then have a 10 day lay- Toronto

York elected to play against the 0ff before meeting RMC and Guelph Brock
wind in the first half and fared well back to back on October 19 and 20 in Trent
for 20 minutes before a penalty kick ______________________________________.
gave Queen’s a 3-0 lead. Then, on

S,!K:r£rsl Football Yeomen lose,
wildly and the Gaels capitalized on e

but defence improving
back to makeThe scored. Rapom By FRANK GIORNO The much maligned York defen- ”

scored all the points with a try, a The York Yeomen kept their los- sive Une played extremely well as o
fnnvert and a nenaltv kick Despite ing streak intact last Saturday as they limited the Queen s ground at-
nnmino within two vards of equaliz- they lost their fourth straight game tack to 84 yards. However mistakes
inX 'score on^ three differentoc- of the OQUAA football season 30-7 to in the secondary led to Queen’s

g n! the Yeoman were unable to the Queen’s Golden Gaels. score. “Mistakes are kilhng us,”
casions, the Yeo The score was not indicative of the wirkowski emphasized. “These mis-
punch the ball over he g^1 line and howeVer, said coach takes will only be corrected as the

forced to take their first defeat. team gels as a unit. Most of the mis-

Coach Larry Nancekivell said, The Yeomen outrushed Queen’s takes committed Saturday were 
“We simply did not get enough 213 yards to 84 and led in total yards -caused by lack of concentration,” uneven bars, balance beam and free exercise. Providing that they 
possession of the ball in the second 293 Jto 274 said wirkowski. place within the top 24 countries, they will stay over until Oct. 28 to
half to score the points we needed. The Yeomen were guilty of un- compete in the finals. . ...
Queen’s forwards were more mobile timely errors and shoddy coverage The Yeoman football team, Their air fare, accommodation and meals will be sponsored by the
than ours, but this is something con- bv the specialty teams. These two despite its 0-4 record, does carry Canadian Gymnastics Federation and Gameplan '76.
ditioning can correct. factors, according to York coach some fine talent. The defensive ANNA VAITIEKUNAS

"Also. Queen's were really up lor Nobby WWrowski, were responsible ^Tihe ba“kMd

sports two fine rushers in Bob 
Palmer, with over 100 yards rushing 
against Queen’s, and Keven Beagle, 
who scored York’s only TD.

u

OUAA Rugby Standings
GP W L F A Pts

3 3 0 56 23 6
4 3 1 97 22 6

1 36 32 6
3 2 1 51 18 4
3 2 1 48 13 4
4 2 2 43 57

3 46 43
3 1 2 36 24
3 0 3
4 0 4

B
Ji'l 1

ami $ m.
Z

2 z
o r3 62 

6 128 0 —SB

Ü
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o
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Today is the departure date for four of York’s top gymnasts on their 

trip to Varna, Bulgaria to compete in the 1974 World Games.
Lisa Arsenault, Sharon Tsukamoto, Theresa MacDonell and Nancy 

MacDonell will spend several days in an international training camp in 
Hvar, Yugoslavia until October 15, at which time they move on to 
the World Games in Varna.

On Oct. 21 each will complete in four compulsory events - vaulting,
were

this game, as we had to be con- Unique sport

Women's hockeyYork field hockey team 
splits Early Bird tourney

The team is still green. Ten 
players have never played football 
on the college level before, 14 are in 
their second year and 10 are in their

As very few high schools in the 
province have teams, unlike basket
ball, volleyball, etc., all that is re- 

, , , . , quired is the ability to skate and
"eloalZipSr, “ 'earn; York supplies

With more experience the Yeoman P ^ the rest!
should change their losing ways: in Ice hockey at the varsity level is Ice hockey for women is coming of 
the mean time, the team is prepar- unique at York in that players are age. There are now six organized 
ing to meet their downtown rivals not expected to have had previous

training in order to play.

By MARG POSTE
The Yeomen Ice Hockey squad, 

While not emerging victorious, third year. Only 4 players have deSpite the addition of a veteran 
both teams played well despite a played four or more years, 
general tiredness from the previous 
two days of competition.

By MARG POSTE
Bruised shins and sore feet mark

ed the end of the York field hockey 
team’s first really competitive test 
when they returned Saturday from 
the OWIAA Early Bird Field Hockey

UPCOMING
leagues in the province offering 
hockey at various age and ability 
levels from peewee to “A”. There 
are numerous other teams 
throughout the province that have 
not yet entered.

A Canadian association for ice 
hockey has been formed this year to 
bring representatives from all 
provinces together. A national 
trophy has been donated and will be 
competed for by teams from all 
across Canada.

There are plans to eventually have 
the winner of the hockey tournament 

Not only were we robbed of a sure take part in the national playdowns, 
goal, but it seems that the Russians as would winners of other provincial 
conspired with the time-keeper to university leagues, in order to make 
rob Team Canada of those important the playing of hockey truly national, 
four seconds. At least, that was 
Globe columnist Dick Beddoes’ of interest, the future looks dim for

the Yeomen; unless more players 
come to try out a team cannot be 
formed.

, , J . _ . . _ . . This Thanksgiving weekend, three
Tournament held in Guelph October York players will be travelling out
il and 6. of-province to represent Ontario in

As an old saying goes, “win a few, two important tournaments, 
lose a few ”, and this was the case as Journeying to Vancouver will be 
York met senior teams from Dawn Gardham who will aid the On-
Guelph, Toronto, McMaster, McGill, tario Senior team in their bid to 
Waterloo, Western and Queens.

the U of T Blues.

( Sports EditorioT)

Canadian crybabies
come out on top at the national tour- 

In the seven games played over the nament. Teams from each province 
' two days, York broke even in the will meet in competition while 

scoring department - scoring ten and national selectors choose the players 
giving up ten. The duet of centre who will represent Canada in 1975. 
forward Chris Barrick and left inner Cathy Brown and Norma Schritt Cold War intrigues emerged dur- At least, our patriotic sports writers 
Cathy Brown accounted for nine of wdi j0in the Intermediate Ontario ing Saturday’s Canada-Russia game, made it seem that way. 
the goals while right inner Dawn team taking part in the JFK Tourna

ment in Washington.Gardham tallied one.

Sports
writers

Going into part I of the OWIAA 
tournament in Waterloo on the 
week-end of October 25, it appears 
that Toronto, McMaster and McGill 
will provide the strongest opposition 
in York’s bid for the honour of 
representing Ontario at the National Waterloo. 
Tournament in British Columbia.

Sports calendar However, due to the apparent lack

Friday
• Track and field at the University of

observation.

for How fickle we Canucks are. When 
Tom Brown refused to count an ob
vious Russian goal in the second 
game of the series, did any of our 
own self-righteous press people show 
any signs of concern? Alas, no — 
matter of fact, Star sports editor Jim 
Proudfoot was all but eager to show 
his delight that the Russians were 
robbed for a change.

The officiating in the series was 
poor, and the press did the right 
thing to criticize it. What turned this 
writer’s stomach was the sickening 
display of public crybaby ing.

Don Chevrier, for example, 
muttering at the conclusion of Sun
day’s game that the Russians must 
have paid dearly for their win — im
plying, of course, that Josef Kom- 
pola was bought for 30 rubles.

Saturday
• Cross country at York, 9:30 a m.
• Football, York vs. U of T at the 
CNE Stadium, 2 p.m.
• Soccer, York vs. Trent at York, 2

Neither superstar status, nor even 
star status is needed. Just show up at 
the arena on Mondays 
Wednesdays at 6:15 and meet the 
rest of the gang.

varsity and 
inter-college 

athletics 
needed.
meeting 

Thursday 
2 p.m.

Despite losing to these teams in 
this early tourney, York was not 
without many fine scoring oppor
tunities and it appears that with a 
more concentrated effort during the p m. 
next few weeks, the difficulties en
countered should be ironed out.

and

• Tennis, OUAA finals at York, 10
Dr. Eabib
Sporting & 

Dancing Goods

a.m.
• Water polo, York vs. Queen’s, at 
RMC.On Sunday, 13 York players took 

part in a six a side TWFHA tourna
ment held at Sunnybrook park. Two 
York teams of five field players plus 
a goalie each played three 14 minute 
games on the regulation field.

Monday
• Rugby, the Boyd Invitational.

We carry all famous brands of 
tennis badminton and squash rackets:

Dunlop, Slazenger, Wilson, 
Adida$-.etc.

“Danskin”, “Gamba" and 
“Angel" shoes.

Special Orders Are Welcome! 
Central Square

Cross country
Normally a team consists of 10 

field players plus goalie. This type of York will be hosting the in- 
a tournament, therefore, vitational varsity and high school 
necessitated a great deal of running cross country meet this Saturday, 
and passing, hence the shortened from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Come

out and support York!

661-2446

games.
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"We shall overcome"

Concentrated attack continues on Dominion
laughing his head off. It’s not the in
dividual managers, but Dominion 
stores head office that they should 
picket.”

“We’re picketing Dominion stores 
because they’re the largest,” said 
Gamboa. “The other stores said they 
wouldn’t sell grapes and lettuce if 
Dominion wouldn’t. So right now 
we’ve got a strategy of picketing five 
Dominion stores a month.

“Cesar Chavez is coming to Toron
to at the end of the month and we’ll 
have some big ones then.”

The picketers dispersed quietly 
when asked to by a single Metro 
police sergeant, who had been sum- 
monded by Zollis.

standing in a busy supermarket with 
placards and guitars, singing protest 
songs like We Shall Overcome and 
Which Side Are You On.

One picketer stationed herself in 
front of a display of head lettuce and 
talked to everyone about to make a 
purchase. She seemed quite 
successful ; everyone listened and 
went down the aisle to buy leaf let
tuce, which is not subject to the 
boycott.

One man picked up a head, talked 
to the picketer, stood redfaced, smil
ing broadly, and then sheepishly put 
the lettuce back.

The picketers were led by Lupe 
Gamboa, who grew up in the Califor
nia fields. Gamboa was especially 
displeased when Zollis put up a sign 
containing what Gamboa considered 
“grower’s propaganda” over a box of

picked those grapes, they were scabs 
brought in from Mexico. And that 
‘free marketing council’ is a grower’s 
group, it’s not run by the govern
ment. What’s more, none of those 
people joined the Teamsters volun
tarily.”

Zollis at first had no comments, 
but then said, “What I don’t under
stand is why they pick Dominion 
stores. Why not Loblaws? Also, why 
me?

farmworkers who picked the grapes 
are members of the Teamster’s un
ion. They signed a petition insisting 
that their employers negotiate with 
the teamsters.

“Their collective bargaining agree
ment gives them employer-paid un
employment insurance, full family 
medical insurance, guaranteed pen
sion and paid vacation benefits, plus 
wages that rank among the top for 
farmworkers.

“For more information write: 
Free Marketing Council, P.O. Box 
2130, Newport Beach, California.”

Picketer Deirdre Olsen disputed 
the truth of these claims.

“Those weren’t farmworkers who

By PAUL STUART

On October 5, Saturday shoppers 
at the Dominion store near Broad
view and Danforth were surprised 
witnesses to a picket action by 
several supporters of the United 
Farm Workers’ boycott of California 
grapes and lettuce.

It began late in the morning when 
the picketers started walking in front 
of the store. Girls of early high 
school age stood on either side of 
Broadview with signs reading: ‘Honk 
If You Support The Boycott.’ At 
times it sounded as if a day long wed
ding procession was passing by.

Although earlier in the afternoon, 
store manager Bill Zollis had remov
ed grapes from the shelves, around 4 
p.m. he put them back and 
demonstrators moved inside the 
store to the fruit and vegetable sec
tion.

They looked a bit out of place,

"I agree with their cause up to a 
point, but I’m the only one they’re 
hurting. I removed the grapes and 
then I almost got my head knocked 
off for doing it.

“My supervisor is up there

Firsts for track and field team
The women’s 4 x 200 m. relay teamseconds).

Margo Wallace was first in the 400 of Hladki, Wallace, Olds and Stevens 
m. race (59.4 seconds) and Rita came first (1.51.2 minutes).
McMinn obtained a first for the 1500

grapes.
“These are Union Grapes," read 

The California

By ALISON OLDS
The York track and field team 

travelled to Kingston last Friday to 
compete in Queen’s Twilight In
vitational Meet. Despite the cold 
weather, the team was very 
successful.

In the men’s field events. Wayne 
Daniels placed first in the long jump 
(6.65 m.) and second in the triple 
jump (13.04 m.)

Turning to the track events, Ted 
Dash was third in the 100 m. sprint 
(11.4 seconds) and Dave Elbaum was 
sixth.

Russ Gnyp placed second in the 
200 m. (23.4 seconds). In the 1500 m. 
race, Robin Pond was first (4.06 
minutes). Kinglsey Hurbs was se
cond in the 400 m. race (51.1 
seconds). Larry Reynolds placed first 
in the 4000 m. (15.04 minutes)

Vera Iwashkiw placed second in 
the shot put and javelin, and came in 
third in the discus.

Karen Hladki placed first in the 
high jump (5’4”) and was also first in 
the 100 m. hurdles.

In the 100 m. sprint, Marilyn 
Stevens placed second (13.2 seconds) 
and Alison Olds was fourth (14

the sign.
The team travels to Waterloo

YORK
RUGBY CLUB

tomorrow for a meet there.m. (5.07 minutes).

Jury leery of testimony
given to a Chicago Grand Jury, is 
suspect, since the former acid guru is 
dealing for his freedom.

Meanwhile, reports have been con
firmed that an associate of Leary's 
arrested with him in Afghanistan in 
1973 has become a police informer.

The man, Dennis Martino, was told 
he would be permitted to return to 
the US only if he became an infor
mant for the Bureau of Narcotics 
and Dangerous Drugs.

Martino, according to an affidavit 
filed in San Francisco court, 
accepted the terms and was “assign
ed a ‘contact agent’ in Los Angeles."

After returning to the States. Mar
tino allegedly contacted former 
Leary friends wanted by police. At 
least one of these, Robert Ackerly, 
was arrested just one day after a visit 
from Martino and Joanne Harcourt- 
Smith, Leary's former girlfriend.

wants you SAN FRANCISCO (CUPI) - 
Friends of Dr. Timothy Leary, stag
ing a recent press conference here 
have called for an open meeting 
where Leary could answer charges 
that he is informing on former 
associates in return for parole.

Leary’s son. Jack Leary, was not 
surprised by these reports, adding 
that his father “lies at will when he 
thinks it will benefit him.”

Leary, presidently at jail in 
southern California, has reportedly 
claimed that his publicizing of LSD 
during the 1960’s was his function as 
advertising director for an inter
national illicit drug corporation.

Leary’s former Harvard colleague. 
Professor Richard Alpert, suggested 
that Leary is exhibiting “delusions of 
grandeur and persecution” and 
agreed that his testimony, being

M
N ^

Admission
$1.50Licensed

C

to attend

OCTOBERFEST
“Elastic Band”

OCT. 25,1974 (8 p.m. -1 a.m.)
Vanier Dining Hall

Want ads att# accepted in Room III, Central Square, and have to be prepaid Up to 
20 words cost $1.00, additional words are 5 cents each, up to a total of 30 wor
ds. Deadline is Tuesday 10 a.m.Classified Ads

YOUR UNIVERSITY 
OPTOMETRIC SERVICES

PART TIME HELP wanted in nearby retail 
electronics store. Some experience 
desirable. 961-7800.

SKI MONT STE ANNE
Dec. 23-30 or Dec. 29-Jan. 5 

Hotel, bus, tows, meals, etc., 
7 days Only $165.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS. URGENTLY
needed tutor. Call mornings 424-2174. 
Steve.

TYPING ON CAMPUS - essays, theses, 
memoranda or law, expertly done, reason
able rates. 661-3019 after 5 PM, or all day 
on weekends. iiEPEoRmËiiiii» By Appointment

HELP-WANTED - ROOTS SHOE STORE
needs Part-time and Full-time salespeople. 
Good environment and people. Steady 
work. Good Pay. 781-3574.

S. Salsberg, O.D.
M.L. Gross. B.Sc., O.D. 
Central Square

or:USED FUR COATS & RACKETS $10.00 & 
up. New $99.00 & up. Excellent selection 
trade ins accepted. We buy used furs. Paul 
Magder Furs, 202 Spadina Ave., Toronto 
M5T 2C2. Tel. 363-6077. Between Queen 8 
Dundas Streets. Mon, Tues, Wed, & Sat, 9 
a.m. - 6 p.m. Thurs & Fri till 9 p.m.

TAKE MY NUMBER and call tonight if you 
want your essays typed just right. Fast, 
accurate, reasonable. 491-8063

BLUE VISTA TOURS
Nassau $219. - Air, hotel, meals, etc.

Also Acapulco, Bahamas, etc.
We have space available including 

Christmas and reading week.
Conquest Travel Services 
-Robbie: 221-1112 (days) 

782-5033 (nights)

667-3700WÊmmmmmmmmESSAYS ACCURATELY TYPED. Reason
able rates. Paper supplied. For information 
call E. Weiser. 787-8811 after 5:30.

HARBINGERSTUDENT FLIGHTS TO VANCOUVER at
Christmas; Dec. 21 - Jan. 03; Dec. 22 - Jan. 
04 $159.00 round trip. Hurry, seats are 
limited - contact: AOSC, 44 St. George St.. 
Toronto, Ont. M5S 2E4. Tel: 962-8404 or: 
your local Student Council Office.

-unplanned pregnancy counselling 
-contraception and v.d. information 
-legal and medical referral

USED RECORDS & BOOKS, (new and 
used including "religion", philosophy, 
science fiction, crafts, survival, and 
literature). Around Again, 18 Baldwin Street 
(Bring your used records).

EXPERT TYPING SERVICES. Have your 
essays, books, theses, memoranda pro
fessionally typed. Low price - 50*/page. 
Available 9 am - 9 pm. Phone 248-2459. 214 Vanier Residence 

667-3509
Monday-Friday 10 A.M. - 6 P.M.

iiieEtiffBseigFLIGHTS TO EUROPE at Christmas 
$249.00 and up/Youth Fares/Group Flights 
Contact: OASC, 44 St. George St., Toronto, 
Ont. M5S 2E4. Tel.: 962-8404 or your local 
Student Council Office.

MEN’S GROOMING CENTRE "Central 
Square" - We carry complete line of 
Redken - RK products. Mon-Thurs. 9-7 
p.m., Fri. 9-6 p.m. Closed weekends. 661- 
3234.

TYPING TERM PAPERS, essays, theses, 
etc. Phone Mrs. Douglas. 491-1086. MAN’S GOLD INITIAL ring with small dia

mond, left in men's washroom of Ad
ministrative Studies Building. Sentimental 
value. Reward 677-3050.

YORK UNIVERSITY

DENTAL SERVICETYPING SERVICES - fast, accurate, neat. 
All I ask for is 45* per page. All you need 
ask for is Richard. 633-0612. SKI ASPEN from $269.00. 1 week tours - 

January, February, March. Contact: AOSC, 
44 St. George St., Toronto. Ont M5S 2E4 
Tel.: 962-8404 or your local Student' 
Council Office.

FOR SALE: 1971 VEGA Hatchback, 4 
speed, radio, snows, $1595.00, please call 
after 6, 233-7375.

AIR FORCE LIGHTER, approximately 
three weeks ago in the Ross building. Sen
timental value. Small reward offered. Con
tact George Dunn 3767.

Now in Founders Residence 
Rm 114 

By Appointment

FAST, ACCURATE TYPIST
reports, letters, etc. 10 years experience, 
rush jobs no problem, call any time Mrs. 
Fanfarillo, 249-8948.

essays,
CALCULATORS: TEXAS INSTRUMENTS,
Rockwell, Unicom. All models at the lowest 
prices. Demonstrations and delivery on 
campus. I'm a student. Call Stuart 635-0854 
or 6298.

QUEBEC SKI to Mont. Ste. Anne - Dec. 
27/74 - Jan. 1/75 or Dec. 29/74 - Jan. 3/75. 
All transportation, accomodation - Quebec 
Hilton, swimming pool, 6 days in all. 
5 days skiing. From $78.00. Call Marie 742- 
4494 9 am - 9:30 pm, Mon to Fri

Tel 667-6327 749- 6631TYPING, IBM EXECUTIVE TYPEWRITER,
Experienced in M B A. case studies and 
policy papers, Bathurst-Steeles location, 
Call anytime Mrs. Logan, 223-1325.

DUE TO ALLERGIES, B/W female adult 
(terrific with kids) buff/white male (related 
to Dylan's cat) must get homes or it's the 
gas chamber. Housebroken, neutred. & 
declawed. Call Rich 677-3271 or 889-7411

500 USED 
FUR COATS 
& JACKETS

WOMEN
ïEi:*üTgFiÀRŸSi*i The Women’s Workshop is for 

all women - students, faculty 
and staff. We offer reading 
material, coffee and a place to 
meet and talk as well as asser
tive training and awarenes's 
groups. Stop by anytime bet
ween 12:00 to 4:00 PM on 
Tuesdays or Wednesdays in 
Rm. 148B.S.B.

SUMMIT SKI - Mont. Ste. Anne - Dec. 
27/74 - Jan. 1/75 or Dec. 29/74 - Jan. 3/75 
1. Transportation, Accomodation - Holiday 
Inn or Hilton. 4/room - $78.00, 2/room - 
$89.00 2. Transportation, Accomodation - 
2 meals/day, tows. 4/room $151.00, 2/- 
room $165.00. Call 889-7677.

ALIVE: Independent Canadian Literature 
and Culture. Alive needs writers and dis
tributors. Alive prints b & w graphics, 
letters, reviews, poems, stories, articles. 
Support Canadian culture, 25* each. 16 
Eramasa Rd., Guelph, Ontario.

ABLE OPTICAL
Top Quality

From $19.00
Many like new, all types of furs. 
Also new coats from $99.00

FURS BY SHAPIRO
3364 Yonge Street 

481-9690

Glasses the same day — We fill doc
tor's prescriptions, repair and replace 
broken glasses expertly Large selec
tion of modern frames at reasonable 
prices. Located in the Jane-Finch Mall 
opp. Food City.
Cary Quail,
Optician.

QUEBEC SKI TOUR Dec. 27 - Jan. 1 $79 
5 full days of skiing at Mt. Ste Anne. All 
transportation & accomodation included. 
For information and brochure write Cana
dian Ski Tours, 25 Taylorwood Dr , 
Islington or ph. Gord Allan 247-2339

WAVES: A York literary magazine, 
welcomes articles, fiction, poetry and b & w 
graphics. Submit to Rm. S713 Ross. 
Autumn issue at Bookstore, $1.50. Annual 
subscription, $4.00 Read Canadian grass 
roots in Waves. 638-2020
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Exceptional play from young writer

McAnuff's Lime bristles with bitter conflict
set, a suitable sleazy sewer. Bob 
Dermer, as Mica Blake, deserves 
special mention for sustaining, in an 
authentic Newfoundland accent, a 
role which demands that in turn he

totally different. The Referee, by im- dividual and to a society, 
posing his rules upon Mica Blake, 
shatters the old man’s life structure Pinter or Albee is probably foolhar-
in a cruel ritual of destruction; each dy. But the ritual rhythms and the 
becomes a victim, and a victor.

As the Referee whistles dead 
Mica’s “fantasy” framework, the 
old man affirms its necessarily il
lusory quality. The Referee, as 
Pyrrhic conqueror, is ready to live 
his own, more sadistic fantasy, and 
the ritual begins again.

sided work which gains its depth 
through an exploration of the subtle 
implications of a relatively simple 
situation. It is a play which combines 
novel particulars with elements of 
the universal. The audience is 
neither assaulted with shrill didac
ticism nor allowed to retain a dis
tinct complacency.

By BOB McBRYDE
To compaiv McAnuff to either

A Lime In The Morning, now play
ing at the Toronto Centre For The 
Arts, is an exceptional play which is 
given expert treatment by the Ac
tor’s Theatre troupe under the direc
tion of Alex Dmitriev.

Its author, Des McAnuff, is a 
Toronto playwright with two 
successful works to his credit. His 
art, as exemplified by A Lime In The 
Morning, is characterized by a 
mature ear for dialogue, an ability to 
develop disparate characters 
through a presentation of contrasting 
speech patterns, and a knack for por
traying that dramatic conflict which 
bursts from amidst static absurdity. 
The playwright is 21 years old

Now, for a talent like McAnuff’s to 
blossom at such an early age not only 
drives a parisitic reviewer of like 
years into fits of envy, but also 
brocks well for the Toronto, and for 
the Canadian theatre scene in the

techniques are there, as Lime In The 
Morning becomes a paradigm for the weep, dance and puke with endear-
universal situation of the conqueror *n6 energy. Richard Fitzpatrick,
and the conquered, the imposer and though excellent as the Referee, 
the imposed upon. must take a backseat to Dermer’s

sterling performance.
The Actor’s Theatre production Toronto Centre for the Arts 

offers not only a brilliant new play, 390 Dupont 927-6969 
but also a pair of fine performances students $2.50, Tuesday "Pay

McAnuff’s play echoes Harold enacted upon a faultlessly conceived what you can"
Pinter’s exploitation of the dramatic 
conflict inherent in an invasion, as 
well as the British playwright’s use 
of wandering dialogue delivered at

POWER STRUGGLE

The crux of the play’s surface ac
tion revolves around a struggle for 
power between two transients, Mica 
Blake, played by Bob Dermer, and 
The Referee, played by Richard 
Fitzpatrick. Mica’s sewer refuge is 
invaded by the bizarre Referee 
whose enclave in the park is 
threatened by the approach of 
winter. The Referee employs psy
chological games and finally brute 
physical strength to conquer his 
older victim.

Each character has a set of values 
What is especially encouraging and beliefs which structures his con-

about A Lime In The Morning is that ception of reality, some of which
the playwright has forged a many- . they share but many of which are

PIONEER

| MrNeed a stereo component 
or a complete system? 

We can offer you 30 to >35% 
off on Pioneer equipment.

For Example:
Pioneer SX434 reciever 

Pioneer CS-R100 speakers 
Pioneer PL-10 turntable 

for $398.
For further information call 

Bob Chambers 
636-6437 6-9 p.m.

cross purposes.
The Toronto artist’s work, like 

that of both Pinter and Albee, also 
unsettles the audience in that we are 
unable to verify the truth of what the 
characters say: the line between 
“truth” and “fantasy” is sufficiently 
blurred as to become meaningless. 
Indeed, what is true becomes a ques
tion of what we believe to be true; 
this “truth” applying to both an in-
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a good gymnast. You have to 
prove you’re the best in the 
group! So every day and every 
practice session is important.

When you can’t afford time 
out, when you can’t break 
training, you need the 
dependable internal protection 
of Tampax tampons. They 
allow you comfortable 
freedom of movement while 
they expand gently in three 
directions to fit your inner 
contours.

Tampax tampons come in 
three absorbency-sizes: 
Regular, Super and Junior. 
So you can choose the right 
one for your needs. Well 
protected, you’ll prove to the 
others you’re the best you 
can be.
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CBC FLASH /C3

Expose Yourself to CBC Radio r 1> ’to
<

Dr.Bundolo's Pandemonium There are more laughs on CBC RADIO than news, 
weather, and sports. There's humour and satire 
about Canadians, for Canadians, by Canadians. 
Check your local schedule for the proper pronunci 
ation of "schedule/' And remember. . . 
the only difference between a flasher and a streaker 
is a university education.

Medicine Show ii/.TFridays on "As it Happens," 7:30 p.m.

T
The Internal protection more women trust

The Royal Canadian Air Farce .-"5 *
* * *

Sundays on "The Entertainers", 1:00 p.m. 
(starting Oct. 20)

\\/r BV A doctor

Xow USED BY MILLIONS OF WOMEN
m Z7CÏInside from the Outside

Saturday, 11:30 a.m. (starting Oct. 12) * »
MADE ONLY BY

CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD., 
BARRIE, ONTARIO
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Bronze censers and gilt cups

Chinese show offers more than Flying Horse
from Shensi province, intricately 
embossed with lotus petals, animals 
and birds; a small dagger from the 
tomb of Prince Lui Sheng, Han 
dynasty, with its delicately molded 
handle; a bronze censer or incense 
burner, like the jade suit a find from 
the tomb of Tou Wan ; and a pair of 
parcel-gilt leopards.

The Chinese have a keen sense of 
humour, a side evident in such items 
as the 4th century Tsin dynasty 
celadon pot, with its handle in the 
form of a dragon chewing away the 
rim; or the bronze ewer on which 
the eagle’s beak opens intricately as 
the contents are poured.

“There are so many wine vessels,” 
one spectator observed. “I guess the 
water wasn’t very good to drink.”

Finally, there are later porcelain, 
pottery and lacquer pieces, ranging 
from the Yuan dynasty statuette of 
the goddess Kuan Yin (“Is that 
Queen Victoria, or does it just look 
like her?”) to Tang horses and 
camels, and seemingly translucent 
Sung dynasty wares.

You can see the whole range of the 
exhibition in less than half a day. To 
absorb it fully requires more than 
one visit.

But it’s a once-in-a-lifetime oppor
tunity to see a truly magnificent 
collection of Chinese art and ar
tifacts. And the catalogue on sale at 
the museum is as good an art-book 
value as I’ve seen. Buy it if you go, 
by all means. And by all means go.

•Edward Clements is a student 
of Chinese art and a one-time 
resident of China.

Bv EDWARD CLEMENTS ing serving-woman; the ferocious- fascinating. There is for instance a tombs in Honan province, 1,200 
It’s not always true that good looking tomb guardian; and, of series of pottery bowls and vases, in years B.C., could at first sight appear

things come in small packages, but course, the Flying Horse. These are red and white or red and black to be from the golden age of Greece
in the case of the Chinese Exhibi- all worth seeing and studying — par- which in design, decoration and — but pre-date that age by hundreds
tion at the Royal Ontario Museum ticularly for the graceful feeling of colour would be outstanding works if of years.
unti November 16 the adage is truly motion of the Flying Horse and the executed by contemporary designer- Was there an overland trade route

serenity of the kneeling woman. artists, though they date back to between the Aegean and central 
But from both an archeological some 3,000 years B.C. China much earlier than we know?

Some of the vessels, in shape and Perhaps Persia was the catalyst or
apt.

A lot of publicity has been given to
££

tistic influences between East and other? 
West. Bronze vessels from Shang The Sung dynasty porcelains, pre

dating Genghis Khan and Marco 
Polo by a couple of hundred years, 
also show evidence of the same 
cross-currents. But in this case, the 
Silk Road explains the mystery.

The Flying Horse has a number of 
bronze Han dynasty (second century 
A.D.) companions, scarcely less 
graceful and well-modelled than he 
himself, which follow his lead and 
are followed in turn by carts and 
carriages.

And still smaller packages: a 
charging carved wooden unicorn, 
also a Han dynasty product and sur
prisingly graceful; a magnificent 
eight-faced silver-gilt cup, each face 
decorated with a figure in high relief 
— to my mind the outstanding single 
piece in the exhibition; a gold bowl

4th exciting season
7 Intriguing concerts

Edward Johnson Bldg. 
University of Toronto

MAY MUSIC 
COXŒKTS IU I U

i.'
ft the house 

tonight... i

STUDENT SUBSCRIPTIONS only $10.00
Adult subscriptions $15.00 

opening concert - SUN. OCT. 20, 8:30 p.m.
COLOGNE NEW MUSIC-THEATRE ENSEMBLE
plus-same day-the controversial KAGEL FILMS from 2to7p. m.

tickets going fast
call 967-5257 for brochure & information

70 grrrard siren east 
at churchivjvroiLs

ROLF
KEMPF

AGYU ANN JAMES Artful tykes
‘Juxtapositions’ Children’s art is on display in 

Room 123, Winters College, as 
arranged by artist Murray 
Leadbeater, who included 
photographs of the kids as well.

Hours in the Winters’ Art Gallery 
are from 11 to 5 Monday through Fri
day. Admission is free.

An environmentalART GALLERY OF YORK UNIVERSITY

until October 20Sun 2 5Mon Fri 10 4:30Ross N145

DAVID MIRVISH BOOKS ON ART
599 Markham St. (Bloor & Bathurst) 531-9975

GIGANTIC THANKSGIVING WEEKEND ART BOOK SALE!!!
THREE DAYS ONLY!

SUN. OCT. 13, 1:00-5:00 p.m. THANKSGIVING DAY 12:00-5:30 p.m.SAT. OCT. 12, 12:00-5:30 p.m■I
WE LOVE YOU 

BEATLES
hardcover

special

GENTLEMAN’S
ALPHABET

hardcover 
orig. publ.

$5.95

WORD AS 
IMAGE

hardcover 
orig. publ.

$6.00

VENETIAN
JOURNAL
hardcover 
orig. publ.

$12.50

DAMAGED 
ART BOOKS

DAUMIER
DRAWINGS

hardcover 
orig. publ.

$10.00

GOODBYE BABY 
AND AMEN

COOKBOOKSMR. & MRS. JIM 
AND RON
by Jim Dine 
orig. publ.

$8.95

beautiful
hardcovers

special
all kinds 

from
orig. publ. •

$2.95
$249 49*$099 99*SH 49 99*99*$-19949*

HISTORY OF 
PAINTING 

IN CANADA
by Barry Lord 
publ. at $6.95

FROM THE 
BEGINNING
Israel Museum 

Jerusalem 
orig. publ.

$15.00

INTERACTION 
OF COLOR

by Josef Albers 
publ. at
$4.95

MUSIC MIRROR 
OF THE ARTS

hardcover 
publ. at
$12.50

DELACROIX
Time-Life 
hardcover 

publ. at
$9.95

SERMONS AND 
SODA WATER

signed by 
John O’Hara

special

STUDIES IN 
EROTIC ART

hardcover 
orig. publ.

$15.00

HUMOURSOF 
MARRIED LIFE 

DAUMIER
hardcover

special

RUSKIN AND 
TURNER
hardcover 
orig. publ.

$11.50 $499 $A99$099$499$499$C99 $099$099 $099
M 2499

H"
- . PicooiC DALI§»PICASSO THE BLUE 

AND ROSE PERIODS
,K0 vfc t-V :

Wm81
■ The authoritative work on Dali’. 271
■ ill. including 80 plates in full colour. 
_|i Published by Abrams at $40.00.

Catalogue raisonné for 1900-1906 
with 61 tipped-on colour plates. 
Originally published at $35.00

HI

t \ L M5g.ov.ir ~

MORE! MORE! MORE! SPECTACULAR THANKSGIVING SPECIALS!!!

$499 

SO 49
special O

$099

$1349
HUNDREDS OF BEAUTIFUL ART BOOKS WHILE THEY LAST! WE HAVE THE ART BOOKS YOU NEED AT SPECTACULAR LOW PRICES!

CUISINE DE FRANCE
Complete 12 volume set. Each volume illustrated with 20 full 
colour photos of the gourmet dish together with easy-to-pre-
pare recipe. Originally published at $14.95 a set........................
DE CHIRICO
Over half of the 172 illustrations of this unusual metaphysical 
artist’s work in magnificent colour! Originally published by
Abrams at $35.00...........................................................................
HISTORY OF WORLD SCULPTURE
Over 1,000 illustrations in full colour, 459 pages, printed in
Holland. Originally published at $35.00.....................................
DADA AND SURREALIST ART

ESSAYS IN THE HISTORY OF ART 
ESSAYS IN THE HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE
Presented to Rudolph Wittkower. Two volumes published by
Phaidon at $23.50 each...................... .....................
FRENCH PRINTS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 
67 magnificent tipped-on illustrations of works by Dali, Miro, 
Picasso, Chagall, Bonnard, Matisse & many more!
GREAT TAPESTRIES 
The Web of History from the 12th to the 20th Century. 250 ill., 
82 in colour, 270 pages, 12”x13”, printed in Switzerland. Our
regular price $21.50.....................................................................
MIRO
184 reproductions of the artist’s paintings, collages, and sculp
tures executed from 1914 on. Originally published in 1970 by 
Abrams at $35.00...........................................................................

$499

$099

$099

*1 749

each

William S. Rubin is the author of this first truly comprehensive 
history of these two movements. Originally published by 
Abrams at $37.50............................................................................
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Revue format restricts depth

Hello Dali flirts with light-headed humour
the actors upon their choice of roles sexuality. This is when the roles of O’Hara as a woman at the divorce 
consequently put restraints on the jock, mother/wife, frightened man stage of a relationship. Such “funny”

and slut were most obviously used. lines as “It was your fault, not
mine”, and “You’re to blame, not 
me” were sung with sweet vindic
tiveness.

in Dali from this modest review. 
They are a well-paced group, in

to the end of the run of their latest dicating that their rapport must be 
revue, Hello Dali, at the Fireball strong. And within the confines of 
Restaurant at 110 Lombard.

Anyone interested in seeing the to assume, the situations and the 
group’s upcoming revue, Anyone humour which resulted from them 
For Kelp?, opening Oct. 15 can get 
an indication of their style and scope

By ROBIN BECKWITH
The Second City Company is close

meaningfulness of the skits.
Light entertainment. Light

headedness. Slight effect.

The men — Peter Aykroyd, Don 
Renton, Charles Northcote and Mar
cus O’Hara — chose to behave in the 
stereotypical roles of jock, priest, 
homosexual, frightened man or son.

The women — Robyn Jaffe, 
Catherine O’Hara and Libby Stevens 
— chose to behave as nun, slut, 
mother/wife or daughter.

The first half of the show had an 
odd assortment of skits from the 
funeral of a man who died with his 
head encased in a can of Van Camp 
Beans, to a TV serial, Guiding Star, 
based on the Jesus Story.

The second half had skits with the 
theme, more or less, of frustrated

I couldn’t see the humour for in
stance, in a man having a vasectomy 
performed, being laughed at in the
offstage operating room by the A11 in all, a show which admirably 
female doctor and her secretary for suited the assortinent of your 
the smallness of his penis (“I was in average Canadian heads-of- 
swimming all morning ), while two household-and-spouse of which the 
jocks, waiting for their operation, audience mainly consisted, 
listen. (“Give the broads a break” 
was the jocks’ refrain)

Nor in a song sung by Catherine

the roles which the members chose

were innovative.
However, the limits imposed by

Reynolds unwraps 
Longest Yard movie

A good show to mix with a drink. 
Phone 363-1674 for reservations.

IIpionship. Crewe only wants to serve 
his term and get out, but he soon 
finds himself quarterback of a team 
of cons. They are to give the 
Warden’s team a “tune-up” game.

Anxious only to protect himself on 
the field, he enlists the biggest and 
meanest murderes he can get to 
play. But when the rest of the 
prisoners realize they have one great 
opportunity to “feel like men 
again”, they are an suddenly anxious 
to play football for Crewe.

The film is filled with an over
abundance of movie clichés, but this 
actually adds to the off-beat humor. 
When Crewe asks one inmate if he 
played football before, he answers: 
“Sure, Oklahoma State.” Oklahoma 
State University? No, Oklahoma 
State Prison.

Behind the back of the power-mad 
warden, the prisoners prepare for as 
brutal a football game as they can 
get away with. Only concerned about 
staying alive throughout the game, 
Crewe realizes the cons believe they 
can win it. The result is a horrendous 
football game that makes the one in 
the film M*A*S*H look wholesome.

It’s not an easy film to take if you 
take it seriously; but even if you do, 
you’ll find it amusing. Aside from 
the brutal humour, it evolves into 
a very moving and emotional story.

The Longest Yard is by no means 
an outstanding contribution to film 
art, but it is excellent entertainment.

By ALAN SHALON
A few years ago, Burt Reynolds 

was known only to a few TV buffs as 
Dan August. Then he posed as the 
centrefold for Cosmopolitan and 
became a sex-symbol overnight.

After an impressive performance 
in Deliverance, he starred in a series 
of rather bland and insignificant 
films, none of which gave him much 
chance to show some talent as an ac-
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tor.
It seemed as though Reynolds was 

just waiting for the right picture to 
come along to launch him into the 
same box office league as Robert 
Redford, Paul Newman, and Clint 
Eastwood. Well, such a picture has 
arrived : The Longest Yard.

The film is as perfect for him as he 
is in it. Only Burt Reynolds could 
carry off this put-on, a combination 
of an old Pat O'Brien prison picture 
and a Pat O’Brien football picture.

Reynolds plays Paul Crewe, a has- 
been pro-quarterback, who sold his 
team out in the Superbowl. Now 
he’s living off a rich woman who 
keeps him clothed and fed; but 
that’s just where the story starts.

DUMPED

When he finally gets bored, he 
kicks her out of bed and remarks 
with all his flippant charm: “I think 
the love’s gone out of our 
relationship.” Then he steals her car 
and dumps it into a bay.

When the police ask him why, he 
says with a straight-face, “I couldn’t 
find a car wash.” And after fighting 
with the two arresting officers, he 
ends up at Citrus State Prison.

Now the plot opens up; Crewe 
finds that the Warden (Eddie Albert) 
manages a semi-pro football team 
made up from his blood-thirsty 
guards; and they take their football 
very seriously.

The Warden wants Crewe to help 
him get his team in shape before the 
season and assure him of a cham-

Friendly meeting spot at night and great lunching 
at noon! Everyone dances to live evening enter
tainment followed by nostalgia music (great for 

reminiscing) played on a classic old juke box. 
It's a great new night-place for both. Be 

sure and say hello to ‘Koko’.

THK BRISTOL PLACE HOTEL • 950 DIXON Rl).
AT TORONTO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT • 677-9441

Over 50 Brands!
If You're Shopping for Price, 

Call Us!
CONSUMER STEREO 

WAREHOUSE
3402 Yonge

(4 blocks N. of Fairlawn at Melrose) 
481-0123

Ask About Our Price Guarantee
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SUDDEN DKTHOVERTIME a
An Explosive Comedy by Gary Engler

Previews Oct. 1 - 13 99t 
OPENS OCT. 15 

Tues, thru Sun. 8:30 p.m.
Sun. Matinee Cancelled this week

207 Adelaide St. E. 864-9971
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c 1974’s MOST HILARIOUS 
WILDEST MOVIE X IS HERE! /

V. .
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Â ■l Film Funding Corporation Limited in ««aeration with Vision IV presentsfplilgf:
"5 *r * MJBiiFHÜ

! 1 4A «
Kan Shapiro

Film
_ starring OLIVIA HUSSEY ^

KEIR DULLEA MARGOT KIDDER
also starring JOHN SAXON as Lt Fuller 

Produced and Directed by BOB CLARK Written by ROY MOORE 
Color by QUINN LABS An Ambassador Films Release

we“Insanely
funny,
outrageous eadifewee starts CANADIAN PREMIERE

TODAY
and
irreverent.”,
-PLAYBOY i 
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(^Entertainment Editor: Agnes Kruchio

Film on the "champion of the overdog"

Laughs top romance in Why Rock the Boat
whom even the smooth, experienced 
Ronny couldn't get into the sack.

TROUBLE
Trouble results when Ronny con

vinces our friend to take up reading 
Lenin and Marx to please the social- 
activist Julia, and when Harry starts 
believing what he’s reading. Not 
even the wise Ronny who tells him, 
“The trouble with you is not that 
you’re a capitalist—but that you’re a 
poor capitalist”, is enough to fully 
satisfy him, whose socialist leanings 
are tied up with his infatuation with 
Julia.

The fine script by William Wein- 
traub, adapted from his novel of 
1961, may no longer be valid of Mon
treal newspapers today as it was of 
1947 (the time the film is set in), but 
the film in no way suffers because of 
this.

By JULIAN BELTRAME in this country were second-rate ef- what English-Canadian audiences
In the past Canadian films have forts. were complaining about was small-

had to try and compete with both One always suspected that at the budget art pictures. A good example 
American films and the sometimes heart of criticism about quality was was Don Shebib's Between Friends, 
ridiculous assertion that films made really a criticism of content, and that which opened to generally good

reviews and died in Toronto a week 
later.

This may all end with Why Rock 
the Boat, a very funny National Film 
Board picture about a young man’s 
attempt to break into the newspaper 
business as a cub reporter for the 
Montreal Daily Witness, lovingly 
referred to by its own journalists as 
the “worst paper in the Dominion of 
Canada”.
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. IS GULLIBLE

Harry Barnes (Stuart Gillard) is 
the naive, gullible, conformist 
reporter who believes in a “kind- 
hearted capitalism”. He arrives at 
the Witness’s building just as the 
paper’s heartless editor Philip 
Butcher fires his cub reporter for 
misspelling the name of an adver
tiser. With glee, Butcher (Henry 
Beckman) tells Harry that a spot has 
just opened up.

Butcher is the type of editor who 
can tell you more about the adver
tisers in the paper than the news it 
reports, which gives you an indica
tion why the Witness is described as 
the “courageous defender of the 
overdog.”

Our friend is soon befriended by 
Ronny Waldron (Ken James), a 
hard-nosed photographer who 
drinks, eats, breathes, but mostly 
sleeps with women who drink, eat, 
breathe, but mostly sleep with men. 
Theirs is a teacher-pupil 
relationship, because Harry is a self- 
confessed 21 year-old virgin.

Much to Ronny’s dismay, poor 
Harry falls heads over heels for the 
tight-kneed Julia Martin, a reporter 
for one of the Witness’ competitors,
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Why Rock the Boat succeeds 
because it never loses sight of what it 
set out to achieve. It never sacrifices 
laughs for commentaries on 
socialism or criticism of the 
newspaper’s pro-government 
(Duplessis) stance. Only a passing 
mention is made of the paper cover
ing up a government official’s hav
ing been arrested in a brothel.

Directed Johne Howe of the Film 
Board, who also composed the music 
and wrote the words for the film’s 
five songs, doesn’t allow the film to 
wander very far from the “romantic 
comedy" title it gives itself at the 
beginning. More often than not, the 
film is more funny than romantic.

UNFORTUNATE 
But there are faults in the film, 

and regrettably, faults that might 
have been avoided.

Tiiu Leek is very close to being in
competent as Julia. I for one kept 
wondering what Harry ever saw in 
the dull, slogan-carrying bitch. She is 
not even as attractive as the city 
editor’s wife, who seduces our 
friend over a bowl of popcorn—a 
scene very reminiscent of the hotel 
dining room scene in Tom Jones, 
with the difference that this one goes
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L. Butcher clash in a scene from the NFB produc
tion of Why Rock the Boat?

Stuart Gillard as cub reporter Harry Barnes and 
Henry Beckman as managing editor Phillip

Dance group's ease generates euphoria
Roberta Mohler, whose physical the Alberta Badlands, with all the tiring spirits as if in some primitive
flexibility and stamina would befit gradneur of these barren cliffs given voodoo ballet. While the tension in-
many a yogi. full treatment. creases and slackens alternatively,

Mirage is a treasure which the During his trip into the desert (on the dance is never totally resolved’, 
company often displays in its travels, the screen), delirium sets in for only discontinued, as an indication of
Choreographed by Peter Boneham, Perreault under the rays of the sun, the perpetuity of the fantasy that
this piece represents an “emotional but yet on stage we see a slightly billows on stage,
approach to dance”, and utilizes a different interpretation of the same
full screen film of Jean-Pierre thng. There he plays and dances company whose future visits to
Perreault wandering around nude in around with a trio of evil and en- Toronto will be eagerly anticipated.

By AGNES KRUCHIO
There is something incredibly 

joyous about having physically 
developed oneself to the point that 
one’s body will do what one wants it 
to.

And once this level of competence 
is reached the resultant performance 
takes on a play-like ease and 
lightness that can lift even an unap
preciative audience off the ground.

That about sums up the impres
sion generated by Le Groupe de la 
Place Royal of Montreal, at Burton 
Auditorium last Wednesday night, as 
they opened the Performing Arts 
Series.

The company opened with a series 
of 14 short dances, choreographed by 
all of its members at various times, 
which were all terse, funny and quite 
imaginative. Mention should be 
made of such delightfully twisted 
humorous pieces as Monkeys, in 
which two of the women displayed 
their unending talent for making 
comic faces; Camay, which poked 
fun at the soap’s advertising to 
the rhythm of rapid-fire hawking of 
the artistic director, and finally, The 
Virgin Gargoyle, which took the 
latter term quite literally as the 
dancers composed their own music 
in a gargling chorus.

I must say: I faut bien le dire, a 
series of lyrical interactions between 
members of three couples was 
choreographed by Peter Boneham, 
one of the artistic directors. While it 
is a difficult piece to describe, ex
cept perhaps that the couples were 
suitably matched in Marie-Helene 
Gascon’s costumes and with parallel 
idiosyncracies, we felt that perhaps 
the dramatic tension loosened too 
frequently in the process of the 
development of this dance. An 
astonishingly beautiful and willowy 
dancer emerged in the person of

pop.
Julia’s reason for fending off 

Harry’s romantic advances is that 
she’s involved with another, but we 
never get to see him, nor are we 
given any indication that he even ex-

This is a well-established Canadian

ists.Cabaret munches melodramatic meat The film’s ending is somewhat dis
appointing, reminding us of the all 
too easy successes that Judy Garland 
and Mickey Rooney were able to pull 
off in the thirties.

pooned in the songs Somethingvice himself.
David Chater, a snooty butler, Beautiful...? and Forsyth-Smith’s 

John Koornstra, a bullied guy, and Loose Lou. Attempts at upstaging 
Amy Mouckley and Debbie approached slapstick extremes, and 
Laughlin, dumb and sleazy bar room Maestro Rosen supplied ironic ac- 
floozies, completed the cast and companiment. 
helped the production along its 
rollicking way.

By DANIEL MOSES
The York Cabaret opened its 

season last Thursday night with a 
special production entitled The 
Golddiggers of 1898, or Reflections 
in a Golden Nugget. This ‘goldrush 
musical’, complete with two acts 
and a song in each, was a product of 
the mind of Sky Gilbert, the 
Cabaret’s new artistic director, who 
recruited this year’s Cabaret com
pany.

Golddiggers took off from the 
current fad for the poetry of Robert 
Service, and told ‘the real story 
behind the shooting of Dan 
McGrew!!!’ After the overture, 
played with magic fingers by 
Maestro Josh Roseh, Matt Walsh, 
almost convincingly grizzly as the 
Old Man, began his narration.

It seems that an honest Young 
Man with a dream, played with some 
passion by John Sweeney, loved rich Q 
and spoiled Louisa, played with ad- o 
mirable aplomb by Debbie Forsyth- a 
Smith. Mother (Sally Clark) wanted | 
her to marry Dangerous Dan |
McGrew (Ron Swartz),and so she à 
did, which of course blew the young ” 
man’s dream and led to the in- s 
evitable retribution in the Klondike °
(Yukon?) of act two, much better ex- The Golddiggers of 1898; left to right: Amy Mouckley, Debbie Forsyth- 
plained to the curious by Robert Ser- Smith and Debbie Lachlan, as they appear in the Cabaret production.

But by then it’s too late. Not even 
a hokey ending can spoil the funny 
goings on in the film, and I for one, 
plan to be in the line for the film’s 
October 11 premiere, for a second 
look.

Characters were broken, poses 
were struck, and comic spirit wreak- 

The cliché meat of melodrama got ed havoc, to the enjoyment of a 
a good chew, with its morality lam- receptive audience.

Clapton's single 
gets shot downb

m * * OKLAHOMA (CUPI) - It’s not 
often that a rock-oriented radio sta
tion bans the number one single in 
the United States, but Bill Payne, 
station manager for KWHP in Ed
mond, Oklahoma, has done just that.

Payne has forbidden his disc 
jockeys to play Eric Clapton’s I Shot 
the Sheriff. Payne says the lyrics of 
the song celebrate a senseless 
violence that is pervading society.

In the song, Clapton sings that he 
shot the sheriff, but did not kill the 
deputy. Payne claims the character 
in the song “shot the sheriff because 
the sheriff burned down his mari
juana patch. He said it was in self- 
defense.

“Now that’s senseless.”
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